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Abstract: Tripartite bronze belt hooks of type Kostrzewski III are indicators of female attire in the Late Pre-Roman Period in Pomerania. Here, belt hooks from 31 sites have been collected, all of them related to the Oksywie or Wielbark Cultures, or to the Oder Group of the Jastorf Culture. Finds from outside of Pomerania are also included as comparative objects. The most common form of such belt hooks in Pomerania was type IIIb, being in use from phase A2 of the Late Pre-Roman Period. Roughly at the same time, these belt hooks appeared in Brandenburg. Belt hooks of type IIIa are somewhat older, while belt hooks of type IIIc are younger, as they were in use from phase A3 up to phase B2 of the Roman Period. Chronology of the artefacts, indicates that Pre-Roman traditions persisted in the Roman Period, even though belt buckles had been already introduced.
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INTRODUCTION

Tripartite belt hooks made of bronze¹ are one of the main indicators of female attire in the Late Pre-Roman Period in Pomerania². They consist of three basic parts: a central open-work connector and two arms fastened on both sides with tape catches. Both arms end with hooks that serve to fasten the hook to the belt (Fig. 1). A characteristic feature of the longer arm is its triangular shape or narrowing towards the hook, the presence of elongated middle rib and raised edges, as well as the presence of two to three ornamental rivets, and from the opposite side of the arm a short hook bent inwards. The shorter arm usually takes the form of a narrow tape, and a long profiled hook that connects the belt hook with the organic part of the belt is almost always bent outwards³.

¹ Chemical content analysis for belt hooks from two sites dated to the Late Pre-Roman Period has shown that they were made of tin bronze (see: below). This term (bronze) will be employed in further parts of this work.
³ This work is written in the aftermath of the research project Brzynto, site 12. A Cemetery of Late Pre-Roman Iron Age, Roman Iron Age, Migration Period on the Zarnowiec Heights, funded by National Science Center, Poland (No. 2015/18/E/HS3/00031).
to their material and the frame-shape of the connector identified them as type III. Further analysis of the central element led to distinguishing type IIIa characterised by a rectangular frame-shaped connector, consisting of two horizontal tapes connected by shafts on both sides. At the time, Kostrzewski knew only two belt hooks of this type – from Dobropole Gryniewskie and Grudziądz-Rządz, grave 431. Much more common were type IIIb belt hooks, distinguishable by a connector made of two horizontally arranged segments (quarters) of sphere connected by shafts. Until 1914, Kostrzewski collected around 40 such forms, most from the Pomerania, but also from Brandenburg. As the final element in typological development of bronze tripartite belt hooks, the author mentions two other forms. In the first one, identified in the cemetery in Grudziądz-Rządz, grave D5, the connector was made of two opposite C-shape bars. In the other, exceptionally impressive one, found in the village of Maciejewo, a open-work hexagonal connector was additionally decorated with rivets. During his analysis of type III belt hooks, Kostrzewski also noticed that certain structural variations occur, especially in the mounting of the longer arm to the connector with the help of a middle rivet, which has been interpreted as a trace of fixing or a characteristic feature of local workshops. Another variation consisted in the presence of a larger number of ribs on the longer arm in belt hooks found in Brandenburg. In his work, Kostrzewski also raised the issue of decorating belt hook arms, as well as rivets heads.

After over twenty years, the subject of bronze tripartite belt hooks became central to D. Bohnsack, who stressed the ‘Burgundian’ character of this type of belt fittings and supplemented the list of discoveries with new examples, including the ones from „Zuckerfabrik” (now: site 4) in Pruszcz Gdańsk, as well as those similar to the already mentioned find from Maciejewo, a belt hook from grave 72 found in Gdynia-Oksywie and a belt hook from an inhumation grave in Malbork-Wielbark cemetery.

In a study of belt hooks from the Oksywie Culture by R. Wiloch, tripartite specimens made of bronze were included into types XIII and XIV; the latter type was further divided into variants. Variants XIVA and XIVB correspond with types IIIb and IIIa (respectively) by Kostrzewski, and variant XIVB includes the Maciejewo specimen as well as other similar forms. Categorisation of all belt hooks presented in the article by Wiloch is mainly based on their decorative elements, with morphological features treated only marginally. Regarding bronze tripartite belt hooks, the classification draws on the system proposed by Kostrzewski, but since variant XIVB is dated to the Roman Period, it should be chronologically

---

4 J. Kostrzewski 1919, 57–62, fig. 44–47, list 29.
5 Present day Pelplin-Maciejewo.

---

4 D. Bohnsack 1938, 32–33, list 22, pl. 4:2a.b.
7 R. Wiloch 1995. The title of this article can be misleading, as the work includes sites with belt hooks associated not only with this culture, but also with the Oder Group (the Jastorf Culture), as well as the Gustow Group (Prądno) and the Wielbark Culture (Łubowidz).
8 R. Wiloch includes a belt hook from Grudziądz-Rządz, grave D5 into her type XIII (R. Wiloch 1995, fig. 7:b), but describes it in one place as made of iron (R. Wiloch 1995, 22), while in another of bronze (R. Wiloch 1995, list 45 [type XII]) – here also some mistakes in the grave assemblage). Cf. Catalogue.
9 See also: E. Bokiniec 2008, 56.
treated as the last rather than the second. In her work, the author also refers to the dating of individual types\(^{19}\).

The subject of belt hooks, including bronze specimens with a tripartite structure (types IIIa and IIib) was raised by A. Reinecke in a study of the Late Pre-Roman Period in the south Baltic region\(^{11}\). The author first of all notes their dispersion. Belt hooks of these types occur mainly on the estuary of the Vistula River, and less frequently, as Kostrzewski notices\(^{12}\), in the Jastorf Culture area on the Saale and Havel Rivers. According to Reinecke, in Brandenburg tripartite belt fittings made of bronze date back to phase II b 2\(^{11}\) (i.e., phase A2 of the Oksywie Culture).

It should be noted that the issue of belt hooks from the Late Pre-Roman Period was also referred to by R. Madyda-Legutko in the context of discoveries of this element of attire in the Early Roman Period\(^{14}\). She notes that some forms of belt hooks typical of the Pre-Roman Period still remained in use in the Early Roman Period, which also includes bronze tripartite belt hooks of type IIIb. The persistence of these archaic forms, which also accompany finds from periods later than the Late Pre-Roman Period, is visible, according to the author, in different regions of Central European Barbaricum, and is documented much better for phase B2 than B1\(^{15}\).

Recently, the issue of this group of artefacts has been commented upon by E. Bokiniec, especially regarding materials found in the Chełmno Land\(^{16}\). The author lists ca. 40 tripartite belt hooks made of bronze discovered in sites of the Oksywie Culture. Drawing on the categorisation system suggested by J. Kostrzewski\(^{17}\) and R. Wiloch\(^{18}\), based on variation in the shape of connector, Bokiniec also distinguishes other features. Her observations concern the shape of arms, both the longer one, narrowed towards the hook or rectangular in shape\(^{19}\), and the shorter one. Similarly to other scholars, the suggested division into types IIIa–IIId is based on the connector, which takes the form of rectangular plates (type IIIa), sphere segments (there: hemispheres, type IIib), as well as C-shape, including bar-shape (type IIIc) and wire-shape (type IIId). In her work, Bokiniec also specified the chronology of tripartite belt hooks made of bronze, and determined the timeframe as the end of the A1 phase, through A2 and A3, until the Early Roman Period. The author also draws attention to Celtic inspiration in producing decorative elements of this piece of attire.

**CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF BELT HOOKS**

This article includes a collection of bronze tripartite belt hooks from 31 sites from Pomerania\(^{20}\). The majority are products of the Oksywie and Wielbark Cultures, and only five were identified as belonging to the Jastorf Culture, more specifically from the region along the Oder (Map 1). In one case (Podole Małe), there is not enough information to determine whether the cemetery was still in use in the Roman Period, from the other hand, so far only graves from the Early Roman Period have been excavated in Wolny Dwór. However, it seems that in both cases, the chronology of the sites may be broader. For comparison purposes, materials from outside of the Pomeranian are also included, notably from the Oder region, central Germany and Kuyavia.

Altogether, from the Pomeranian region, data on 77\(^{21}\) belt hooks of type III according to Kostrzewski have been gathered; the belt hooks were found in 57 grave assemblages\(^{22}\), and the remaining ones were marked as cemetery finds or stray finds. In some cases, no drawings or photographs are available, and identification is based solely on written descriptions\(^{23}\).

The preservation state of most finds is fragmentary, and traces of deformation caused by fire are very common. This is one of the reasons why identification of tripartite specimens is very difficult\(^{24}\). Some degree of confirmation can be obtained by the presence of a connector, two arms or a long arm with rivets (or at least

---

10 R. Wiloch 1995, 22–24, list 45–49, fig. 7:c–e, 9.
11 R. Reinecke 1988, 79, map 20, list 27.
12 J. Kostrzewski 1919, 59–61, list 29.
17 J. Kostrzewski 1919.
18 R. Wiloch 1995.
19 This remark concerns mainly destroyed belt hooks. Some tripartite specimens have a long arm clearly narrowed towards the hook, which gives them a triangular shape, and others narrow more gently, and the change in shape is noticeable only halfway along the length of the arm.

---

20 Information concerning the character of finds, assembly inventories and archival sources and publications is included in the Catalogue.
21 Among the finds, there are also specimens from Biały Dwór and Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 14), grave 88, in source publications referred to as multipartite, as well as mentioned in the overview of type IIib (J. Kostrzewski 1919, list 29) assemblies from Chełmno, grave 91, Gruziądz-Rząż, graves Ab8, C1, 451, 610 and 629, Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave IV, Parsęcko and Skowarzcz, stray finds 1 and 2, in which cases illustrations stored in the Archive by J. Kostrzewski do not clearly confirm an affiliation to type IIIb belt hooks.
22 Grave IV from Lubieszewo has been excluded from the count due to the inconsistent character of the assembly.
24 In Pomerania, unipartite belt hooks were also made of bronze; similarly to the tripartite ones, they have ribbed arms (see: J. Kostrzewski 1919, 48, list 23, fig. 35; R. Wiloch 1995, 17, fig. 4:h.i – here type VII).
traces of them). Complete or almost whole specimens were found only at twelve sites.

This work draws on the categorisation of bronze tripartite belt hooks proposed by J. Kostrzewski (types IIIa and IIIb). Additionally, type IIIc has been added; here the characteristic feature is richly decorated open-work connector with rivets, and for many years the belt hook from Maciejewo was the only existing example.

**Type IIIa**

In this group, characterised by a rectangular, frame-shape connector, four specimens were included: from Dobropole Gryfińskie (Fig. 2:1), Grudziądz-Rządz, grave 431 (Fig. 3), Kunów (Fig. 2:3) and Podwiesk, grave 119 (Fig. 2:2). The preservation state is fragmentary only in the case of Rządz, as only fractions of the long arm and connector were noted, together with a mention of a decorative rivet. None of the examples carries a trace of deformation caused by fire. In all four cases, the longer arm presents in the shape of an elongated triangle narrowed

---

25 Bralęcin; Brzyno, grave 261; Dobropole Gryfińskie; Kunowo; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave 26; Lubowidz, grave 280; Maciejewo; Podole Małe; Podwiesk, grave 119; Różyny, grave 45; Tczew; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2.

26 J. Kostrzewski 1919.

27 Fragment of a long arm from a belt hook found in a damaged grave 13 of the Oder Group cemetery at Długie, Starogard County (fmr. Lagenhagen, Kr. Saatzig) is excluded from this overview. Reconstruction of the assembly by H.J. Eggers suggests the presence of a type IIIa belt hook, but a small fragment of the arm is insufficient to confirm such precise typological identification (H.J. Eggers 1936, 18; 1964, table 2, plan 5; H.J. Eggers, P.F. Stary 2001, 43 no. 191, pl. 135; B. Rogalski 2010, 332, 338. Collection of the National Museum in Szczecin, inv. no. MNS/A/6712).
towards the hook which is bent inwards. From the side of the connector, the arm at an obtuse angle transforms into a catch sometimes decorated with cross cuts\textsuperscript{28} on wide edges. A large rib runs through the centre of the long arm and the edges are vividly raised and bent aside. Usually, both sides of the ribs and arms are ornamented with tremolo\textsuperscript{29}, sometimes preserved as traces of small points or dashes. From the wider side of the arm, by the connector, there are small rivets arranged in a row, each specimen containing three rows. The shafts are bulky and profiled, and consisting of a zigzag-like ornament in swinging moves, in literature referred to as ‘wolf teeth’. The shape of the ornament is influenced by the placement of the cutter (stronger or weaker pressing, less or more frequent swings). Vital for the ornament interpretation is the preservation state of a given artefact. During heavy use, the belt hook surface became worn, and later, in post-deposition processes, patinated, so that the ornament preserved merely as a row of points or lines.

\textsuperscript{28} Dobropole Gryfinski.

\textsuperscript{29} Tremolo – an engraved ornament made using a flat engraving cutter.
and the heads are sphere-shape, decorated with a cross or a triangle. A belt hook from Dobropole Gryfińskie is unique in terms of decorative elements on the longer arm – on the flat surface between the ribs it is covered in bands of tremolo ornament arranged in rectangles filled with triangles or arches (Fig. 2:1). The shorter arm in type IIIa belt hooks takes the form of a narrow tape, 1.1–1.6 cm wide, on one end changing into a decorative catch, and on the other in a long, inward-bent hook, sometimes decorated with metope with crossed lines (Kunowo). A very different form is represented by the short arm of a belt hook from Podwiesk (Fig. 2:2), which in terms of form is analogical to the longer arm. It is triangular in shape, narrowed towards an inward-bent hook, and on the wider side transformed into a decorative catch; near the connector there is one row of three rivets, their heads decorated with a cross. The whole arm is ribbed and decorated with tremolo. The connector in type IIIa belt hooks is in the shape of a rectangular frame, formed from two tapes connected usually by narrow axes which also serve to mount the arms. The elongated plates of the connector are ornamented with long and short lines (Fig. 2:1) or tremolo (Fig. 2:2). The length of these belt hooks ranges from 28 to 34 cm.

Belt hooks of type IIIa come from two sites in West Pomerania, identified as the Jastorf Culture, notably the Oder Group, and from two other sites from Chelmno Land attributed to the Oksywie Culture (Map 2). All sites are cemeteries, and in the case of Dobropole Gryfińskie, the finds come from a destroyed urn grave. In other locations, belt hooks were also found in urns, and in one case in a pit (Grudziądz-Rządz). Although chronological analysis is difficult due to small number of closed finds, it seems that early dating of tripartite type IIIa belt hooks is valid. A grave from Kunowo, although destroyed by workers, corresponds to the Ripdorf stage, which according to Wołągiewicz covers phase IIb of the Oder Group and phase A1 of the Late Pre-Roman Period. In this grave, two long brooches of type Kostrzewski B were found, including one with an elongated leg with two beads, a wing-shaped pin head and probably one more multipartite belt hook, but made of iron, type K.I. When it comes to dating the site in Podwiesk, it most probably reaches back to the late stage of phase A1, or possibly phase A2; additional elements of the inventory include two fibulae: long specimen, type A, with an arched bow, and short brooch type C (variants A-Ie and C-II according to E. Bokiniec). In the case of the site in Grudziądz-Rządz, it is impossible to provide more specific dating than the Late Pre-Roman Period.

Type IIIb

Much more common are belt hooks identified as type IIIb, whose quantity amounts to 45 specimens, of which are included in list 29 by Kostrzewski; for the latter group, visual and descriptive documentation included in the archives is insufficient to determine whether the characteristic element of connector in the form of sphere segments is present (see: Fig. 4, 5). The preservation state of these specimens is usually only fragmentary (Fig. 6:3, 7, 8, 10, 11:1.3.4) and quite frequently, in at least 30% of cases, traces of deformation caused by fire are visible on the surface. Only a very small number of belt fittings

30 Cross: Kunowo; Podwiesk. Triangle: Dobropole Gryfińskie; Grudziądz-Rządz.
31 Dobropole Gryfińskie; Kunowo.
32 Kunowo; Podwiesk.
33 R. Wołągiewicz 1981b, 192, pl. XXVII; see also: B. Rogalski 2010, 140–141.
35 Chelmno, grave 91 and stray finds; Grudziądz-Rządz, graves D4, C1, Ab8, 180, 451, 610 and 629; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave IV; Patrzęcko, unnumbered grave; Skowarcz, stray finds 1 and 3.
36 Bryzno, features 261 and 301; Konikowo, grave 60; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave 9; Malbork-Wielbark, feature 35a/2018; Nowy Targ, feature 236; Podwiesk, graves 66 and 319; Pruszcz Gdański 4, grave 35; Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 350; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 2; Różyny, features 5 and 45.
were preserved whole or undisturbed\textsuperscript{37}, and they constitute 15.5% of the finds (Fig. 6:1.2, 9, 11:2.5). On the basis of the latter, the length of the belt hooks can be estimated at 30 or even up to 40 cm. Due to their poor state of preservation, it is considerably easier to determine the size of individual belt hook elements. In the well-preserved specimens, the length of the longer arm reaches over 20 cm (usually 27–28 cm); more data is available to determine its width, which oscillates between 2.2 cm and even up to 5 cm (Fig. 5 – Grudziądz-Rządz, grave C1), but usually amounts to 2.2–3.2 cm. The shorter arm is from 5.6 to 7.5 cm long, and its width from 1.2 cm to 1.8 cm, with a thickness of 0.3 cm. The sizes of the connector range from 2.1 cm to 3.4 cm in length, 3.2 to 4 cm in width, and 1 cm to 1.3 cm in height. The average diameter of the rivet heads is between 1–1.3 cm, and in special cases it reaches 1.8 cm (Fig. 9 – Podole Małe).

Similarly to type IIIa belt hooks, the long arm is ribbed: through the centre runs a prominent middle rib, and its edges are raised. Usually, if a given specimen is preserved well enough, traces of tremolo can be found along the ribs. In a few cases, the shaping is more elaborate and, as a result, two additional ribs are present\textsuperscript{38} (Fig. 6:3); this solution can also be observed in unipartite belt hooks made of bronze\textsuperscript{39}. The wider end of the arm runs at a right or obtuse angle, or presents as an arch (Fig. 6:3), and near the end forms a catch with its edges usually raised, and

\textsuperscript{37} Brałęcin; Brzyno, feature 261; Lubieszewo, grave 26; Podole Małe; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 126; Różyny, feature 45; Tczew.

\textsuperscript{38} Brzyno, feature 301; Gdańsk-Oliwa, stray finds 1; Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 350 – only from the belt hook side.

\textsuperscript{39} J. Kostrzewski 1919, 48, list 23, fig. 35.
which sometimes carries traces of ornament: herring-bone (Fig. 6:1), arches and wavy lines\(^{40}\) (Fig. 10), a diagonal cross (Fig. 9) or grid (Fig. 7:6).

In rare cases, variations in the formation of a catch which connects to the middle part of the belt hook can be observed. This concerns finds from grave 126 in Pruszcz Gdański 10, where the clip is directed outwards (Fig. 11:2), as well as a belt mount in Tczew (Fig. 11:5) in which tape riveted from the bottom is folded upwards, forming a catch. An outward-bent catch secured by a middle rivet was also identified on the long arm of belt hook from grave D4 in Grudziądz-Rządz and among stray finds in Chełmno, feature 1 (Fig. 11:4, 18:1.2)\(^{41}\); these three examples need further comment. The wider end of the arm was crowned with two\(^{42}\) (Fig. 6:2.3, 9, 11:1.2.4) or three\(^{43}\)

\(^{40}\) Różyny, feature 5; Gdańsk-Oliwa, stray find 1.

\(^{41}\) See also: J. Kostrzewski 1919, 59 f.n. 7.

\(^{42}\) Brzyno, features 261 and 301; Gdańsk-Oliwa, stray find 1; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), stray find 3; Podole Małe; Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 350; Pruszcz Gdański 10, graves 2 and 126.

\(^{43}\) Brańcin; Dolna; Lubieszewo, graves 9 and 26; Nowy Targ; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 126; Różyny, features 5 and 45; Tczew.

\(^{44}\) Brzyno, features 261 and 301; Gdańsk-Oliwa, stray find 1; Grudziądz-Rządz, graves Aa8 and 431; Lubieszewo, grave 26; Nowy Targ; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 126; Różyny, features 5 and 45; Tczew.

\(^{45}\) Dolna.

\(^{46}\) Grudziądz-Rządz, grave D4; Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 350; Skowarcz, stray find 2.

\(^{47}\) Brańcin; Podwies, graves 66 (?) and 319; Pruszcz Gdański 10, graves 2 (?) and 126.

\(^{48}\) J. Kostrzewski 1919, p. 59 f.n. 6.
Fig. 6. Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hooks. 1 – Bralcin, stray find; 2 – Brzyno, feature 261; 3 – Brzyno, feature 301. After: K. Bucka 2016 (1), A. Strobin 2016 (2). Drawing: J. Glinkowska-Kowalewska (3).

Fig. 7. Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hooks. 1 – C h e ł m n o, grave 130; 2 – G d a ń s k - O l i w a, stray find; 3 – D o l n a, stray find; 4 – L u b i e s z e w o (Cat. no. 14), grave 81; 5 – N o w y T a r g, grave 236; 6 – P o d w i e s k, grave 44; 7 – P o d w i e s k, grave 66; 8 – P o d w i e s k, grave 319. After: J. Kostrzewski, Archive (1–3), R. Wołągiewicz 1997 (4), E. Fudzińska & P. Fudziński 2013 (5), E. Bokiniec 2005 (6–8).

Fig. 7. Bronzowe klamry trójczłonowe typu IIIb. 1 – C h e ł m n o, grób 130; 2 – G d a ń s k - O l i w a, znal. luźne; 3 – D o l n a, znal. luźne; 4 – L u b i e s z e w o (kat. 14), grób 81; 5 – N o w y T a r g, grób 236; 6 – P o d w i e s k, grób 44; 7 – P o d w i e s k, grób 66; 8 – P o d w i e s k, grób 319. Wg: J. Kostrzewski, Archiwum (1–3), R. Wołągiewicz 1997 (4), E. Fudzińska, P. Fudziński 2013 (5), E. Bokiniec 2005 (6–8).
Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave 26, and, to some extent, the ornament of a rivet head from Podwies, grave 44, with a tight engraved grid (Fig. 7:6). Bulky and profiled rivet shafts, analogically to the ones found in type IIIa belt hooks, occur only occasionally (Fig. 6:1).

In the case of type IIIb belt hooks, the connector on a rectangular plan is composed of two horizontally arranged fragments of a sphere connected with two rods. In the lower, wider part of the segment there is a narrow roll (Fig. 6:2.3, 7:1.2.7, 10, 11:1–4), or a wider one formed by the emphasis of two relatively deep engraved lines (Fig. 6:1, 7:3, 9); most of all, when it comes to the narrow roll, diagonal incisions or notches can be visible\(^{49}\) (Fig. 6:2.3, 7:2.7, 10, 11:1–4). The surface of the dome can be decorated. The most common are those with one centrally located group\(^{50}\) of strips (Fig. 6:3, 7:1–3.5.8, 11:1.3.4), or, sporadically, three such groups (Fig. 6:2). There are also cases where the surface is smooth\(^{51}\) (Fig. 6:1, 9, 10, 11:2.5) or, as in the case of the belt hook from grave 151 from Podwies, covered with diagonal lines arranged in a herringbone pattern\(^{52}\).

The shorter arm, similarly to type IIIa belt hooks, takes the form of a tape narrowed towards a long inward-bent hook, and from the other end it bends inwards and forms a catch; less common are wider, spindle-shaped arms\(^{53}\) (Fig. 6:3, 11:5). In some cases, the edges are slightly raised or notched\(^{54}\) (Fig. 7:8, 9, 11:1.3). The surface of the short arm can also be decorated. On the collected belt hooks, parallel engraved lines or grooves by the catch can be seen\(^{55}\) (Fig. 6:3, 10, 11:2), together with a zigzag-shape line running along the arm and made with the tremolo technique (Fig. 7:8), or stamped coaxial circles or half-circles and crossed zigzag\(^{56}\) (Fig. 10, 11:2.5); the ornament seldom appears by the catch\(^{57}\) (Fig. 10, 11:2). Another noticeable feature is a long hook profiled by tapering and traverse cutting\(^{58}\) (Fig. 6:2, 9, 11:1.2); other forms of ornament are very rare\(^{59}\). In this regard, unique forms can be found on a well-preserved hook of the shorter arm of the belt hook from Różyny, feature 5 (Fig. 10). The distinguishable zoomorphic representation can be interpreted as a horse head with clearly marked catches, the top of the head and a muzzle with nostrils. Due to the pipe-shape of the muzzle\(^{60}\), the head could be identified as a sea fish known as the *hippocampus*, or seahorse. Another form deviating from the above-mentioned standards is a specimen carrying visible traces of repair, discovered in Nowe Dobra (Fig. 8); the shorter arm is triangular and ribbed, and by the connector there are two rivets with no ornament.

\(^{49}\) Brzyno, features 261 and 301; Gdańsk-Oliwa, stray find 2; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave 26 and stray find 3; Podwies, graves 46 and 319; Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 350; Pruszcz Gdański 10, graves 2 and 126; Różyny, features 5 and 45; Skowarcz, grave 12 and stray find 2.

\(^{50}\) Brzyno, feature 301; Chełmno, grave 130; Dolna; Gdańsk-Oliwa; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 14), grave 81; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), graves 9 and 26 as well as stray find 1; Nowy Targ; Podwies, grave 319; Pruszcz Gdański 4, grave 35; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 2; Różyny, feature 45; Skowarcz, grave 12 and stray find 2.

\(^{51}\) Brzyno, features 261 and 301; Gdańsk-Oliwa, stray find 2; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave 26 and stray find 3; Podwies, graves 46 and 319; Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 350; Pruszcz Gdański 10, graves 2 and 126; Różyny, features 5 and 45; Skowarcz, grave 12 and stray find 2.

\(^{52}\) Brzyno, feature 301; Chełmno, grave 130; Dolna; Gdańsk-Oliwa; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 14), grave 81; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), graves 9 and 26 as well as stray find 1; Nowy Targ; Podwies, grave 319; Pruszcz Gdański 4, grave 35; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 2; Różyny, feature 45; Skowarcz, grave 12 and stray find 2.

\(^{53}\) Brzyno, features 261 and 301; Gdańsk-Oliwa, stray find 2; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave 26 and stray find 3; Podwies, graves 46 and 319; Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 350; Pruszcz Gdański 10, graves 2 and 126; Różyny, features 5 and 45; Skowarcz, grave 12 and stray find 2.

\(^{54}\) Podole Małe; Podwies, graves 44, 66 and 68; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 126; Różyny, feature 5; Tczew.

\(^{55}\) E. Bokiniec 2005, table LXIII/151:3.

\(^{56}\) Brzyno, feature 301; Tczew.

\(^{57}\) Podole Małe; Podwies, grave 319; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 2; Skowarcz, grave 12.

\(^{58}\) Brzyno, feature 301; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 126; Różyny, feature 5.


\(^{60}\) Diagonal grid: Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave 9. Diagonal lines: Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 126. Half-circles: Różyny, feature 5. Diagonal notches: Brzyno, feature 261; Grudziądz-Rządz, grave 120; Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave 25; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 126; Różyny, feature 45. Notches (only on edges): Podole Małe; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 2.

\(^{61}\) Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), feature 9 – metopes filled with an hourglass motif.

\(^{62}\) The pipe-shape hook there is also on the belt hook from Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 14), grave 81 (Fig. 7:4).
In Pomerania, type IIIb belt hooks are also known from two sites attributed to the Oder Group of Jastorf Culture, which is from Bralęcin and Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 14) in Western Pomerania. All other finds were identified in the settlement area of the the Oksywie Culture, and later, of the Wielbark Culture (Nowe Dobra, Parsęcko), covering mainly the area of the Vistula estuary and Chełmno Land, and to a lesser degree Central Pomerania (Map 1, 2). Among 34 excavated graves, the majority (91%) represented pit cremation, and only one inhumation (Gdynia-Oksywie, grave 132), with the remaining three left undetermined. Using this type of belt fitting is confirmed for phase A2 of the Late Pre-Roman Period, up to phase B2 of the Roman Period. On the basis of well-dated (and brooch-based) grave assemblages, an assumption can be made that the belt hooks were popular especially in phase A2 where they accompany fibulae types G, D, E and K; they were much more seldom found with fibulae A.65 and short specimens of type A; and presumably also H. During phase A3, they still remained in use, as well as in the transitional phase from the Late Pre-Roman Period to the fully developed Roman Period. Their functioning in the Early Roman Period (phase B1 and B2) is indicated by the presence of fibulae type A.45, A.68 (Nowe Dobra) and A.57 (or A.59 – see: Parsęcko). In the case of Lubieszewo, grave IV, according to J. Kostrzewski a belt hook type IIIb was found along objects from the Late Pre-Roman Period (fibula, hinged belt hook and spearhead), as well as Roman Period (bracelet, eight-shaped pendant) were found; coherence of this assemblage can be seen as arguable. Perhaps, as suggested by H. Jankuhn, due to its inhumation character grave 132 from Gdynia-Oksywie should be dated to the Roman Period. However, the inventory described by D. Bohnsack, with the second belt hook, made of iron, a crescent-shaped knife and bone spindle whorl, does not directly confirm this dating. It is also possible that in the group of latest-dated belt hooks (phase B2) we can also include the one from grave Aa8 in Grudziądz-Rządz, which used to be counted among stray finds from the cemetery; together with the belt hook identified as type IIIb, other finds include a shield-headed bracelet, knife and miniature vessel.

**Type IIIc**

In the newly distinguished type IIIc for tripartite belt hooks made of bronze, eight specimens can be included. In the classification by J. Kostrzewski, due to the state of research of the day, this type was described separately.

---

63 Chełmno, grave 91; Grudziądz-Rządz, grave 180 (?); Podwiesk, grave 66.
64 Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 15), grave 26; Malbork-Wielbark, feature 53a.
65 R. Wołągiewicz 1968, 171, diagram 1; 1981a, pl. XXIII:3; 1993, fig. 1; M. Mączyńska 2011, 23–30.
66 H. Jankuhn 1933, 185.
67 D. Bohnsack 1938, 154, list 19, 22, 46, 52.
68 S. Anger 1890, 11, pl. 15:14.
69 E. Bokiniec 2008, 74.
Anna Strobin, Bronze Tripartite Belt Hooks from Pomerania...

and interpreted as further stage in the development of type IIIb\(^70\) belt hooks. In later years, these forms were described in literature as special versions related to type IIIb, and often referred to as belt hooks of the Maciejewo type, from the original site\(^71\). Most of the belt hooks of this type are preserved in very good condition\(^72\) (Fig. 12:1, 13, 14), since they come from inhumation burials;\(^73\) others are preserved in fragmentary form, partially disfigured in the pyre\(^74\). The latter come from pit cremation graves\(^75\) (Fig. 12:2) and urn cremation graves (Fig. 12:3). One distinguishable feature of type IIIc belt hooks is an open-work connector with decorative rivets. It is formed into a quadrilateral\(^76\) (Fig. 12:3, 14) or hexagonal\(^77\) shape (Fig. 12:1, 13). On its circuit there are four or six rivets, and another in the middle of the connector. From the centre run diagonal arms\(^78\) (Fig. 12:3, 13, 14), usually four or six, sometimes arched\(^79\) (Fig. 12:1). Only in one case, from Podwiesz, grave 20 (Fig. 12:2), does the fitting form a frame closed only from the side of the arms with the remaining circuit closed by arched arms. The decorative character of the connector is stressed by additional elements on the frame and arms of some of the specimens, which take the form of pseudo-pearling or stamped points\(^80\) (Fig. 12:3, 13, 14). In type IIIc, the longer arm is usually narrowed towards the hook\(^81\) and is ribbed: a rib runs through the centre and the edges are raised. Even more distinct is another feature, not very vivid in other types, consisting of noticeably thinner and unfolded edges\(^82\). In better preserved specimens, from the bottom side of the belt hook, usually on the level of the central rib, grooves are visible\(^83\), which are traces of shaping of this element of the belt hook (Fig. 13). On the outer surface, remains of the tremolo ornament running along the

---

\(^{70}\) J. Kostrewski 1919, 60–61, fig. 47.

\(^{71}\) See also: D. Bohnsack 1938, 32–33; R. Wołągiewicz 1995, 34.

\(^{72}\) Lubowidz (currently preserved only fragmentary); Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór (two items).

\(^{73}\) The state of preservation of the belt hooks from Pelplin-Maciejewo indicates that they most probably comes from an inhumation grave, and not, as some previous sources claimed (see Catalogue), from an urn cremation grave.

\(^{74}\) Czarnówko; Podwiesz, grave 20; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 112.

\(^{75}\) Czarnówko; Podwiesz, grave 20.

\(^{76}\) Czarnówko; Gdynia-Oksywie, grave 72; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 112; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2.

\(^{77}\) Lubowidz; Pelplin-Maciejewo.

\(^{78}\) Czarnówko; Gdynia-Oksywie, grave 72; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 112; Wolny Dwór, grave 1.

\(^{79}\) Lubowidz; Wolny Dwór, grave 2.

\(^{80}\) Pelplin-Maciejewo; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 112; Wolny Dwór, grave 1.

\(^{81}\) This feature is not clearly visible in the poorly preserved specimens from Podwiesz, grave 20, and Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 112.

\(^{82}\) Czarnówko; Lubowidz; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2.

\(^{83}\) Lubowidz; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2.
Fig. 11. Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hooks. 1 – Pruszc’h Gda’nski 10, grave 2; 2 – Pruszcze Gda’nski 10, grave 126; 3 – Skowarcz, grave 12/1908; 4 – Skowarcz, stray find 2; 5 – Tczew, grave. After: M. Pietrzak 1997 (1, 2), J. Kostrzewski, Archive (3, 4), G. Ossowski 1879 (5).

Ryc. 11. Brązowe klamry trójczłonowe typu IIIb. 1 – Pruszcze Gda’nski, stan. 10, grób 2; 2 – Pruszcze Gda’nski, stan. 10, grób 126; 3 – Skowarcz, grób 12/1908; 4 – Skowarcz, znal. luźne 2; 5 – Tczew, z grobu. Wg: M. Pietrzak 1997 (1, 2), J. Kostrzewski, Archiwum (3, 4), G. Ossowski 1879 (5).
protuberant elements can be traced (Fig. 12:2, 13, 14). From the connector-end of the arm, there are rivets, in most cases three or exceptionally two (Fig. 12:2). Past the rivets, the arm transforms into a catch with traces of ornament. Another feature which distinguishes the belt hooks from other types is the shape of the shorter arm. In two cases, it takes the form of a tape (Fig. 12:3), and when it comes to the belt hook from grave 72 from Gdynia-Oksywie, the long and outward-bent hook was grooved at the end. In the remaining belt hooks, it has been noted that the arm comes in the shape of a triangle and, similarly to the longer one, is ribbed (Fig. 12:1, 13, 14). Interestingly, whenever the outward-bent hook is preserved, it takes the form of the letter T (Fig. 13, 14). Visibly displayed hook in all three analysed cases is also richly decorated with stamped coaxial circles, engraved lines or notches. From the catch side, on the preserved short arms there were two to three rivets. On the catch, apart from raised and notched edges, additional ornament can be located, e.g. an angle (Fig. 13). Frequently occurring rivets also deserve special attention when it comes to this type. Their diameter ranges from 1.2 to 1.4 cm, but also in this case smaller ones can be found, even 0.5 cm (Czarnówko). The rivet heads bear a triangle pattern that can be traced (Fig. 12:1, 13), as well as a star pattern (Fig. 12:2) and hatched triangle fields (Fig. 12:3, 14). Most often, within one specimen, particular elements of the ornament correspond. Exceptional in this regard is the belt hook from Pruszcz Gdańsk 10, grave 112 (Fig. 12:3), where no ornament on the short arm rivets or fitting is visible, but here the non-ornamental rivets are considerably smaller. In this case, it cannot be excluded that the preservation state is a decisive factor, as the hook was exposed to fire and disfigured. An interesting case of a re-marked rivet is the belt hook from Pelplin-Maciejewo, where on one of the triangle-ornamented heads an additional cross is engraved (Fig. 13). There is one more feature that distinguishes type IIIc from the rest. Decorative rivets have shorter shafts which do not protrude outside of the line of the arms and the connector, and the round head directly touches the surface. Naturally, there are exceptions to this rule, including the belt hook from Podwiesk, grave 20, dated

---


---

Czarnówko; Lubowidz; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2.

Czarnówko (originally three); Gdynia-Oksywie, grave 72; Lubowidz; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2.

Engraved lines: Czarnówko; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2 (raised edges of the catch, in the case of grave 1, grooved); Podwiesk, grave 20 (elongated profiling).

Gdynia-Oksywie, grave 72; Pruszcz Gdańsk 10, grave 112.

D. Bohnsack 1938, 32–33.

Lubowidz; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2. A similar short arm form was identified in the belt hooks from Podwiesk, grave 119 (type IIIa), but the hook is bent to the inside.

Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2.

One (Gdynia-Oksywie, grave 72) or three rivets (Pruszcz Gdańsk 10, grave 112), usually two (Lubowidz; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2).

Pelplin-Maciejewo. J. Kostrzewski (1919, fig. 47) sketched the triangle incorrectly.

Lubowidz; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Wolny Dwór, grave 2.

Czarnówko; Podwiesk, grave 20.

Pruszcz Gdańsk 10, grave 112; Wolny Dwór, grave 1.

Rivets adjacent to the arm’s edge: Brzyno, feature 301 (type IIb); Podole Małe (type IIIb; high, cone-shaped rivet head).

Czarnówko; Lubowidz; Pelplin-Maciejewo; Pruszcz 10, grave 112 (here smaller rivets on the connector are clearly exposed); Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2.
Fig. 13. Bronze tripartite type IIIc belt hook from Pelpin - Maciejewo, grave (1), its open work riveted connector (2; enlarged), and arm with traces of forming (3; enlarged). Photo: J. Strobin.

Ryc. 13. Brązowa klamra trójczłonowa typu IIIc z Pelpina - Maciejewa, grób (1) i zbliżenia jej ażurowego łącznika z nitami (2) oraz śladów po formowaniu ramienia klamry (3). Fot.: J. Strobin.
to phase A3. Consequently, it seems that this feature concerns only specimens in use during the Roman Period.

Due to the good state of preservation, the considerable size of type IIIc belt hooks from inhumation graves can be fully appreciated. This concerns not only the length of the whole belt hook, but also the width of individual arms, which even reaches up to 5.5 cm\textsuperscript{98}. The total length of complete specimens ranges from 39 cm to 42 cm, but the size of the connector varies; the smallest one comes from Czarnówko (3.7×3.1 cm) and the largest from Wolny Dwór, grave 1 (7×7 cm).

Type IIIc belt hooks should be dated from phase A3 of the Late Pre-Roman Period to phase B2 of the Roman Period. Only belt hooks from two sites can be dated to the former: Podwiesk, grave 20, and Gdynia-Oksywie, grave 72. In the first, a type M-a brooch was found, which suggests that the accompanying belt hook should be dated to phase A3\textsuperscript{99}. The second one supposedly contained a spear butt and miniature clay vessel with a lid. Most of spear butts known from the Oksywie Culture come from phase A2, less commonly such fittings are found with phase A3 markers\textsuperscript{100}. Dating of bi-conical vessels is analogical\textsuperscript{101}. It seems that the popularity of belt hooks with open-work connector was the highest in the Early Roman Period. This is confirmed by grave assemblages dated to phase B1 in which eye-fibulae type A.46 and A.50–52 as well as strongly profiled fibulae type A.71\textsuperscript{102} were found\textsuperscript{103}. At the latest, type IIIc belt hooks were in use in phase B2, which is confirmed by grave 69 from Czarnówko, where fibulae type A.38–39 and A.110 were found\textsuperscript{104}. Distribution range of these belt hooks, contrary to other types, is smaller (Map 2). It is limited to Chełmno Land, the proglacial stream valleys of Reda and Leba Rivers, and most of all in the region of the Vistula estuary.

Special form

At the beginning of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, two belt hooks were considered to be special forms: one from Pelplin-Maciejewo (Fig. 13) and one from Grudziądz-Rządz, grave D5 (Fig. 15). When it comes to the first one, the number of corresponding forms has increased significantly, which led to their separate description and categorisation as type IIIc. The case of the belt-hook from Grudziądz-Rządz is very different. Despite the increase in available source materials, the shape of the connector is still considered an isolated case. The belt hook was fragmented and disfigured in fire. The unique connector consisted of two C-shaped rods placed oppositely and connected by a frame. On the preserved end of the connector was a conical head decorated with radiantly arranged lines. By the catch of the longer arm, two rivets were placed, decorated analogically. The longer arm also included

\textsuperscript{98} The narrowest belt hook arm – only 2.5 cm – was noted in a specimen from Gdynia-Oksywie (see D. Bohnsack 1938, 33).
\textsuperscript{100} M.D. & R. Wołągiewicz 1964, 32; P. Łuczkiewicz 2006, 145–146; E. Bokiniec 2008, 123.
\textsuperscript{101} A. Strobin 2011, 41, list 49.
\textsuperscript{102} R. Wołągiewicz 1968, 171, diagram 1; 1981a, pl. XXIII:1.2.4.5; 1993, fig. 1; T. Skorupka 2001, 134; M. Mączyńska 2011, 23–24.
\textsuperscript{103} Lubowidz; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 112; Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2.
a central rib and raised edges, while the shorter one was most probably tape-shaped. The estimated length of the belt hook according to the Archive was 24 cm, and according to E. Bokiniec – ca. 30 cm105. Bokiniec106 identifies the belt hook as a type IIId bronze tripartite belt hook and, although it was accompanied only by a spindle whorl, she dates it possibly to phase A3. Due to the lack of clear analogies to other forms of tripartite belt hooks, I suggest categorising this example as a special form of type III.

BRONZE TRIPARTITE BELT HOOKS OUTSIDE OF POMERANIA

Altogether, outside of Pomerania, bronze tripartite belt hooks were discovered on 17 sites107 (Catalogue no. 31–48; Map 1). They sporadically appear in the context of the Przeworsk Culture (Kujawy – find from the area of Żnin), and equally seldom in the Gubin Group of the Jastorf Culture108. Their appearance is much better confirmed in the area of the Jastorf Culture to the east from the Oder River, in two connector: along the Havel River and between the Elbe and Saale Rivers; the former centre is much richer109. Belt hooks discovered there belong most often to type IIIb, and form IIIa is much less common (Map 2) and limited to two finds in Saxony-Anhalt (Wittenberg) and Saxony (Dommitzsch). The specimen from Wittenberg (Fig. 16:1) in terms of rich ornament of the longer arm with geometrical patterns in tremolo is very similar to the belt hook from Dobropole Gryfińskie (Fig. 2:1), the site identified as the Oder Group of the Jastorf Culture. What draws attention is the presence of only one short and bulky rivet by the catch.

Among some of the type IIIb belt hooks coming from the area of present-day Germany one can observe the appearance of a larger number of ribs on the longer arm110, which may suggest a continuation of traditions connected with West Germanic unipartite belt hooks111. Sporadically, sphere segments made of bronze are connected by iron shafts (Börnicke). Another feature worth noting concerns the longer arm and consists of additional ornament in the form of zigzag or rhomboids in tremolo, located between protuberant elements112 (Fig. 16:2). Such placement is not common among belt hooks from Pomerania, with the exception of the aforementioned type IIIa belt hook from Dobropole Gryfińskie (Fig. 2:1) and IIIb from Podole Male (Fig. 9), where angle-shaped ornament is applied by the rivets113. There are two or three rivets in the belt hook arm, however in some cases, there is only one rivet (type IIIa from Wittenberg: Fig. 16:1). Their decorative elements are analogical114 (Fig. 16:3.4) to the ones from the area east of the Oder River, although there are also cases with no ornament on the head115; much less popular is the triangle-shaped pattern that is so common in Pomerania. However, it should be stressed that shafts are most often bulky and profiled116. Yet another notable aspect is the catch, which in some cases is attached to the arm with a central rivet117 (Fig. 16:2.3). There are no direct traces of destruction, which suggests that this is

---

106 E. Bokiniec 2008, 74, 336, list 16 no. 5.
107 The state of research from the 1980s is included.
108 Jazów; Guben.
110 Jütchendorf; Leest; Brandenburg, unknown site (see also: J. Kostrzewski 1919, 59 f.n. 9).
111 See also: J. Kostrzewski 1919, 59–60.
112 Börnicke; Löwenbruch; Bochow; Hohenwutzen (see also: J. Kostrzewski 1919, 59 fn. 2 and 3).
113 Tremolo ornament appears also on the short arm of type IIIb belt hook from Podwiesz, grave 319 (Fig. 7:8).
114 Star pattern (Börnicke), relief grid (Uetz).
115 Börnicke; Hohenwutzen; Brandenburg, unknown site; Gräfenhainichen.
116 I.e. Börnicke; Uetz; Brandenburg, unknown site.
117 Hasso; Hohenwutzen; Uetz; Brandenburg, unknown site.
a unique feature of the western regions. Summing up, it can be argued that some of the belt hooks from Brandenburg reveal features that distinguish them from specimens discovered in the areas of the Oksywie Culture and the Oder Group of the Jastorf Culture. Consequently, it can be argued that not all type IIIb belt hooks from the area of present-day Germany are imports, but they may be imitations of more impressive belt hooks from the region of the southern Baltic coastline.

Setting the timeframe for tripartite type IIIb belt hooks in the Przeworsk Culture and Gubin Group of the Jastorf Culture causes difficulties due to the character of the finds. In both cases, belt hooks come from stray finds, and the only piece of information on site 3/1881 from Guben is that the accompanying element of the inventory was a "small brooch"[118]. Most probably, however, taking

---

into account finds from the Oksywie Culture, their appearance with reference to the Gubin Group should not be later than phase A2. In the case of the Przeworsk Culture, due to its strong connections with the Oksywie Culture, the timeframe can include the middle and late phase of the Late Pre-Roman Period. Type IIIa and IIIb belt hooks from the region of Havel River and the area between Elbe and Saale Rivers are dated, based on type K and G brooches, to phase IIb2 of the Jastorf Culture, which coincides with phase A2 for the Oksywie and Przeworsk Cultures. However, it should be noted that in the case of type IIIa belt hooks, their appearance can be earlier and include phase IIa of the Jastorf Culture, which is suggested by the already mentioned finds from Kunowo, as well as Podwiesk, grave 119, dated to the late stage of phase of A1 at the earliest.

**ANCIENT REPAIRS AND SECONDARY MANIPULATION**

Among the metal finds from the Late Pre-Roman Period and Roman Period, one can observe traces of repairs and reinforcement aimed at maintaining and prolonging the effective use or aesthetic value of an object, or simply to provide additional protection against wearing out. It is noticeable that not all improvements were introduced with the necessary skill, which means that they were performed not only by experienced craftsmen, but also less competent amateurs. It must be noted that capturing these attempts causes serious difficulties due to cremation burial rite and ritual destruction, as well as the ritual destruction of funerary offerings and the property of the deceased. Ancient repairs concern various categories of artefacts: elements of attire, weaponry and tools.

On a few tripartite belt hooks made of bronze, remains of secondary manipulation were noted. J. Kostrzewski argued that the introduction of a rectangular, frame-shaped connector offered more increased arm stabilization than in tripartite specimens, but made of iron, where the connector was circular in shape (types I and II). In spite of this, the considerable size and weight of this type of belt fastening, as well as its multipartite construction and daily use contributed to its rapid deterioration. Most susceptible to damage was the longer arm together with the catch. A very clear repair attempt was noted in grave 24/1908 from Nowe Dobra (Fig. 8). It consisted in supporting the broken area with an iron plate fixed from below by four rivets. Traces of similar work are visible on the belt hook fragments from Czarnówko and Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 14), grave 88, in both cases, an iron plate was fixed with iron rivets. Another example comes from a cemetery of the Jastorf Culture in Gräfenhainichen (Fig. 16:5); here, the arm was broken in two places, and the repair consisted in adding a long iron tape from below, and attaching it with three rivets along the middle rib. Another form of secondary manipulation can be seen on fragments of the belt hook from Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 103 (Fig. 17), where on both preserved fragments of the long arm there are traces of drilled holes, perhaps indicating an attempt to wear them as part of the deceased.

---

**Fig. 17. Fragments of a bronze tripartite type III belt hook from Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 103, with arm perforations.**

Photo: J. Strobin.

Ryc. 17. Fragmenty brązowej klamry trójczłonowej typu III z Pruszcz Gdańskiego, stan. 7, grób 103, z otworami w ramionach.

Fot.: J. Strobin.
connect the broken parts into one belt hook arm. In this case, the lack of an iron plate, which would suggest that the repair was permanent, is noticeable. Manipulation most probably connected with supporting the structure of the catch can be seen on the belt hook from Pruszcz Gdański 7, grave 298. The long arm crowned with two rivets transitions into the catch (now only fragmentary, originally bent to the inside); on the catch there is a hole with a shaft protruding from it.

Another example concerns the repair of a catch connecting the long arm with the connector, which is visible on the belt hook from Tczew128 (Fig. 11:5). Visual documentation (drawings) suggests that the clip was largely broken off. In order to replace it, a rectangular tape was applied from below, connected to the arm with the middle rivet and an additional supporting shaft, at the

---

127 An interesting modern procedure of reinforcing the longer arm was employed in the case of a belt hook from Pełpin-Maciejewo (Fig. 13). Before WWII, the then conservator propped the cracked arm which is preserved till today in the collection of the Archaeological Museum in Gdańsk. From the inside, attached along the arm by four rivets, are two brass stripes. This intervention is not visible en face, and it surely prevented the artefact from further damage.

128 G. Ossowski 1879, 58–59, table XLIII:1.2; J. Kostrzewski, Archive, file 13, cards 555 and 556; 1919, 59 f.n. 4, 7, 8, list 29; A. Karpinska 1922, 31–32, fig. 11.

129 G. Ossowski 1879, pl. XLII:1.2; J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 13, cards 555 and 556; A. Karpinska 1922, fig. 11.
same time connecting the preserved part of the original clip. What draws attention is the size of the rivet, as it is smaller than the others and is the only one decorated; presumably, it was added during the repair.

Similar attempts to re-connect the catch from below with the use of the central rivet can be observed on a few other belt hooks130 (Fig. 18), but these examples do not necessarily have to suggest repairs. It seems that they can also present another – more permanent – way of shaping the catch, which was employed by the Jastorf Culture societies inhabiting the region west of the Oder, most of all present-day Brandenburg131 (see: Fig. 16:2.3). In these cases, the folded narrow tape strapping the connector shaft created a catch fixed to the arm from the outside and from below with the middle rivet.

In some cases, secondary manipulation performed by craftsmen also involved smaller parts which did not cause significant damage to the object, and did not prevent its further use. Traces of such changes were observed on the belt hook connector from Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 112132. The attached rivets vary in size (Fig. 12:3); larger ones are decorated, while smaller ones bear no trace of ornament; presumably, would have been added later.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANALYSIS OF BRONZE TRIPARTITE BELT HOOKS

The aim of metallurgical analyses was to determine the uniformity or diversity of the alloy used in production, and to confirm assumptions as to the applied technological procedures. Among tripartite belt hooks made of bronze, the analysis concerns only two sites: Podwiesk133 (nine specimens) and recently, Brzyno134 (two specimens) (Table 1). Samples were taken from the longer as well as the shorter arm, the connector and, in some cases, rivets. The analysis of belt hooks from Brzyno was connector with a portable spectrometer XRF Artax, while artefacts from Podwiesk were analysed with the EDS Spectrometer by Edax135. The attached rivets vary in size (Fig. 12:3); larger ones are decorated, while smaller ones bear no trace of ornament; presumably, would have been added later.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANALYSIS OF BRONZE TRIPARTITE BELT HOOKS

The aim of metallurgical analyses was to determine the uniformity or diversity of the alloy used in production, and to confirm assumptions as to the applied technological procedures. Among tripartite belt hooks made of bronze, the analysis concerns only two sites: Podwiesk133 (nine specimens) and recently, Brzyno134 (two specimens) (Table 1). Samples were taken from the longer as well as the shorter arm, the connector and, in some cases, rivets. The analysis of belt hooks from Brzyno was connector with a portable spectrometer XRF Artax, while artefacts from Podwiesk were analysed with the EDS Spectrometer by Edax135. The basis of the results from Brzyno, it can be assumed that the belt hooks were produced from bronze – two-component alloys of copper and tin. In different parts of the belt hooks, the alloy composition is analogous. The copper content ranges from 88% to 92%, and tin from 6% to 10%. The proportions of other alloy components barely exceed 1%. Lead constitutes merely 0.45–1.28% and zinc 0.75–0.8% of the total alloy content.

The only element which is unique in terms of composition is the short arm of the belt hook from Brzyno, feature 301, made from an alloy with 95.33% of copper and 2.51% of tin. Such composition differs from the other elements of this belt hook (Cu 88–90%, Sn 7.03–9.39%), and in its physical properties it resembles copper. The short arm carries on its surface multiple traces of hammer strikes and was most probably forged separately, from a bar folded on one end to form the catch and on the other end shaped as a long hook. Due to the thickness of this short arm, reaching up to 3 mm, although made of relatively flexible material, it did not deform as a result of use of the belt hook. Other parts of this belt hook, as well as elements of the belt hook from feature 261, are bulky, strongly profiled and have been cast. Traces of this technique are reflected in the rough surface of the hemispherical parts of the connector underside, typical of clay formation.

The last element that reveals certain technological features of belt hook production, in this case from Brzyno, feature 261, is a decorative rivet attached to the end of the long arm. The elemental composition of this element (Cu 88.43%, Sn 8.72%) is similar to other, larger parts. Therefore, it can be safely assumed that it has been cast from the same material which, apart from excellent casting properties, is also relatively plastic. Two-component copper alloys, with share of tin up to 10% and with no significant share of lead or zinc, are a good combination for casting smaller forms as well as larger objects. Their advantage also lies in being plastic, making them good for forging and stretching136.

Two-component bronze alloys with a small share of tin were commonly used starting from the Bronze Age, through the Hallstatt Period, up to the Pre-Roman Iron Age. The latter can be characterised by the rising share of tin, up to 10%, and the low lead content indicates that the raw material originally comes from the Bohemian Basin, more specifically from the Ore Mountains where the extraction of tin was common137. Imports to the region of Pomerania arrived through centres of distribution and exchange in Kujawy or, from the West, along the Oder. It is much more difficult to determine the form of the material, which could be acquired separately as copper and tin, or as a ready alloy. In the Late Pre-Roman Period, in spite of very dynamic cultural changes in the Polish lands, low-tin bronze alloys (Sn 4.6–8.5%) were based on
Among the 53 analysed burials, 77% can be identified as male presence. Among 15 cases, 10 represented *adultus* or *matres* class of age; there are also a few double burials of an adult and a child. Only children bones was identified in three cases, and the belt hooks recovered in these graves were only fragmentary (Fig. 7:4, 18:3).

Analysing the inventory of Pomeranian graves containing belt hooks, one can safely assume that the wider popularity of attire fastened with a metal belt hook can be dated to phase A2 of the Late Pre-Roman Period. In the same time period, wider dissemination of hinged, tripartite and unipartite belt hooks can be observed. This view is supported by a considerable number of cemeteries established in this period. Contrary to the majority of brooches and elements of weaponry which was made according to the La Tène style, the appearance of belt hooks in Pomerania is attributed to the influence of the Jastorf Culture. It seems justified to assume that at least some of the belt hooks used in the Late Pre-Roman Period in the area of the Oksysowie Culture originated from the tongue-shaped belt hooks, widely popular in the Jastorf Culture already from the beginning of the Pre-Roman Period, which, it should be stressed, are also present in graves of the Pomeranian Culture, although very rarely. Therefore, the validity of the statement by Wołągiewicz that "The appearance of band-shaped belt hooks in the Pomeranian Culture as well as the Oksysowie Culture can be attributed to the Jastorf Culture (...)

### CONCLUSIONS

Multipartite belt hooks made of bronze and discovered in Pomerania come from graves with female inventory. Among the 53 analysed burials, 77% can be identified as female, based on such grave goods as crescent-shaped knives, needles and pins, bracelets, spindle whorls, beads, smoothing stones, and in some cases also a second belt hook, as well as type G fibulae which are often treated as element of female attire. Grave 72 in Gdynia-Okysowie differs considerably, as its inventory includes a spear butt. The amount of anthropological analyses made for these burials seems scarce, and barely reaches 28%. The presence of female remains is presumed or confirmed in only six cases. In one case, the analysis suggested a male presence. Age identification is somewhat clearer. Among 15 cases, 10 represented *adultus* or *matres* class of age; there are also a few double burials of an adult and a child. Only children bones was identified in three cases, and the belt hooks recovered in these graves were only fragmentary (Fig. 7:4, 18:3).

Analysing the inventory of Pomeranian graves containing belt hooks, one can safely assume that the wider popularity of attire fastened with a metal belt hook can be dated to phase A2 of the Late Pre-Roman Period. In the same time period, wider dissemination of hinged, tripartite and unipartite belt hooks can be observed. This view is supported by a considerable number of cemeteries established in this period. Contrary to the majority of brooches and elements of weaponry which was made according to the La Tène style, the appearance of belt hooks in Pomerania is attributed to the influence of the Jastorf Culture. It seems justified to assume that at least some of the belt hooks used in the Late Pre-Roman Period in the area of the Okysowie Culture originated from the tongue-shaped belt hooks, widely popular in the Jastorf Culture already from the beginning of the Pre-Roman Period, which, it should be stressed, are also present in graves of the Pomeranian Culture, although very rarely. Therefore, the validity of the statement by Wołągiewicz that "The appearance of band-shaped belt hooks in the Pomeranian Culture as well as the Okysowie Culture can be attributed to the Jastorf Culture (...)

It has already been argued that tripartite belt hooks made of bronze that represent types IIIa and IIIb were common elements of attire dispersed over a large area from Chełmno Land, through the Lower Vistula region and its estuary, further to the west through Central and Western Pomerania, up to central Germany (Maps 1 and 2). In this area, two key regions can be distinguished: one in the Lower Vistula region, the other in present-day Brandenburg.

---

144 Czarnówko; Malbork-Wielbark, grave 53a/2018; Podwiesk, graves 15, 44, and 119; Pruszcz Gdański 10, graves 2 and 112.
145 Brzyno, feature 261.
146 Podwiesk, graves 15 and 119; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 112.
147 Lubieszewo (Cat. no. 14), grave 81 and 88; Pruszcz Gdański 10, grave 459.
148 See: R. HACHMANN 1957, 41, table 8, map 8; 1961, fig. 12; R. WOŁAGIEWICZ 1981a, 162, pl. XX.
151 R. WOŁAGIEWICZ 1979, fig. 5.
152 R. WOŁAGIEWICZ 1979, 44.
153 It cannot be excluded that the present state of research heavily influences such a view.
Table 1. Chemical composition of tripartite belt hooks from Brzyno and Podwiesk. Elements in percentage by weight – wt. %.

Tab. 1. Analizy składu chemicznego klamer trójczłonowych z Brzyna i Podwieska. Składniki podano w procentach wagowych – wt. %.

### BRZYNÓ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CL no.</th>
<th>Object Feature</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>Sn</th>
<th>Sb</th>
<th>Pb</th>
<th>Au</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>119937</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector)</td>
<td>91.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19937</td>
<td>Belt hook (hook)</td>
<td>88.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19937</td>
<td>Belt hook (long arm)</td>
<td>88.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19937</td>
<td>Belt hook (rivet)</td>
<td>88.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19943</td>
<td>Belt hook (long arm)</td>
<td>88.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19943</td>
<td>Belt hook (hook)</td>
<td>95.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19943</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector)</td>
<td>90.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>100.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PODWIESK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CL no.</th>
<th>Object Feature</th>
<th>Grave</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>Sn</th>
<th>Sb</th>
<th>Pb</th>
<th>Au</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12257.01</td>
<td>Belt hook</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>93.58</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12257.02</td>
<td>Belt hook</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>89.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12301.01</td>
<td>Belt hook</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>91.20</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12301.02</td>
<td>Belt hook (rivet)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>85.32</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12301.03</td>
<td>Belt hook (short arm)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>87.69</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12301.04</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector rivet)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>87.76</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12260.01</td>
<td>Belt hook (fragment)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>85.85</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Number</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Wt.</td>
<td>WT.</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>Finding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12260.02</td>
<td>Belt hook (rivet) 44</td>
<td>85.26</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>82.52</td>
<td>82.52</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12260.03</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector) 44</td>
<td>82.52</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>82.52</td>
<td>82.52</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12261.01</td>
<td>Belt hook 66</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12261.01</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector) 66</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12263.01</td>
<td>Belt hook 68</td>
<td>76.55</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>76.55</td>
<td>76.55</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12263.01</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector) 68</td>
<td>76.55</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>76.55</td>
<td>76.55</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12272.00</td>
<td>Belt hook 119</td>
<td>86.51</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>86.51</td>
<td>86.51</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12272.00</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector) 119</td>
<td>86.51</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>86.51</td>
<td>86.51</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12274.00</td>
<td>Belt hook 151</td>
<td>92.89</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>92.89</td>
<td>92.89</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12274.00</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector) 151</td>
<td>92.89</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>92.89</td>
<td>92.89</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12283.00</td>
<td>Belt hook 274N</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>274N</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12283.00</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector) 274N</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>274N</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12284.00</td>
<td>Belt hook 319</td>
<td>86.44</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>86.44</td>
<td>86.44</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12284.00</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector) 319</td>
<td>86.44</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>86.44</td>
<td>86.44</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12281.00</td>
<td>Belt hook 319</td>
<td>87.04</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>87.04</td>
<td>87.04</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12281.00</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector) 319</td>
<td>87.04</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>87.04</td>
<td>87.04</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12282.01</td>
<td>Belt hook 319</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12282.01</td>
<td>Belt hook (connector) 319</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>144.94</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It seems that chronologically the earliest are the still relatively poorly represented type IIIa belt hooks with rectangular-shaped connectors. It should be noted, however, that when compared to the early discoveries of J. Kostrzewski\textsuperscript{154}, their number has doubled. In spite of incomplete data on their chronology, it can be assumed that they were in use already in the early and then in the middle stage of the Late Pre-Roman Period. The large number of these belt hooks found in the area influenced by the Jastorf Culture\textsuperscript{153}, although largely dispersed, indicates that the introduction of these forms relied heavily on this group. Consequently, the presence of type IIIa belt hooks in Chelmno Land was the result of connections with the Jastorf Culture, which has been earlier argued else\textsuperscript{155}. References to bronze specimens, especially with the Jastorf Culture, which has been earlier argued elsewhere\textsuperscript{156}. References to bronze specimens, especially through the rectangular form of the connector, are seen for instance in the iron belt hook from Jarzyce, Koszalin County, but in this case the arms are not characteristically profiled\textsuperscript{157}. The belt hook came from a destroyed cemetery of the Oksywie Culture, and the preserved finds indicate that the place was in use mainly during phase A3. Another example of a similar belt hook comes from Parsęcko, from a grave dated to phase B2 of the Roman Period\textsuperscript{158}. On the basis of the latter, it can be assumed that belt hooks with rectangular connectors were in use in the whole Late Pre-Roman Period, but bronze was not always used in their production.

We have much better recognition when it comes to type IIIb belt hooks. The finds from Pomerania indicate that this form was particularly common in phase A2, and was later used less frequently. The case of grave 24/1908 from Nowe Dobra (Fig. 8) dated to the Early Roman Period (phase B1) is notable, as the short arm of this belt hook, contrary to other similar specimens, is equipped with rivets, which characterises type IIIc\textsuperscript{159} being in use in the same time. The exact form of the belt hook from Parsęcko, categorised by J. Kostrzewski as type IIIb, has not been determined. Certain doubts as to the coherence of the inventory of grave Aa8 from Grudziądz-Rządz undermine its dating to the Roman Period. In spite of these discrepancies, it can be argued that the ‘archaic’ forms from the Oksywie Culture remained in use within the societies of the Wielbark Culture. It can be also argued that standard forms of belt hooks were prone to slight modifications connected with changing fashions. Regarding type IIIb belt hooks used in the area of the Jastorf Culture, it can be observed that some of the specimens are unique in terms of their structure, notably in the separate fixing of the catch to the longer arm (Fig. 16:2.3). However, this feature is not entirely unknown in the Lower Vistula region (see: Fig. 18). Other differences include various forms of rivets (Fig. 6:1, 16:2.3), whose heads seem to be smaller and shafts more bulky when compared to the Oksywie Culture finds.

Decoration of belt hook surfaces in the Jastorf Culture can also be significant, both in type IIIa and IIIb, especially in terms of geometrical patterns in tremolo which often appear in spaces between ribs (Fig. 2.1, 16:1.2) as well as, as was already argued by J. Kostrzewski, a higher number of ribs, especially arched ribs, on belt hook arms\textsuperscript{160}. All these features help to trace and determine the origins of type IIIb belt hooks in the Jastorf Culture, in particular their clear cluster in Brandenburg. It seems that in this region belt hook forms were largely inspired by traditions of the Oksywie Culture disseminated as a result of cultural interaction. However, one cannot exclude that at least some of the belt hooks were imports, for instance from the near-Vistula region, which abounds in such finds. In order to establish more clearly how the belt hooks were disseminated, it may be useful a thorough analysis of finds from the modern Germany, as well as further, more detailed analyses of the chemical content of these finds. Dynamic cultural relations between people of the Oksywie and Jastorf societies are confirmed by type G brooches that often accompany multipartite type IIIb belt hooks. If we assume that these fibulae reached the Vistula region mainly from Brandenburg\textsuperscript{161}, the possibility of inspiration and transferring certain appealing forms of belt hook ornament becomes very plausible. Such intensive cultural transposition should be dated particularly to phase A2.

When analysing particular elements of bronze tripartite belt hooks, certain correspondences to La Tène Culture can be noted. A very good example of such inspiration is the zoomorphic ornament on a hook of the shorter arm of belt hook from Różyny, feature 5, identified as a horse head (Fig. 10). Similar ornament appeared on two Celtic bronze belt hooks discovered in Kujawy, in Wszedzień\textsuperscript{162} and Świerkowice\textsuperscript{163}, both in Mogilno County; other similar decorations come from La Tène Culture sites in Central Europe, including its sites from

\textsuperscript{154} J. Kostrzewski 1919, 58.
\textsuperscript{155} Dobropole Gryfińskie; Kunowo; Domniitsch; Wittenberg.
\textsuperscript{157} Fmr. Geritz, Kr. Köslin. In literature, this site also occurs under the name Jeżyce (J. Kostrzewski, Archive; G. Magdalinski 1934, 155, fig. 17:5; D. Bohnsack 1938, 32, 153, list 22, fig. 10; H.J. Eggers, P.F. Stary 2001, 55 cat. no. 251, pl. 170:9a; R. Wiloch 1995, list 44; B. Rogalski 2010, 352).
\textsuperscript{158} J. Kostrzewski, Archive, file 6, card 238; 1919, list 29.
\textsuperscript{159} This construction is an exception to the belt hook from grave 319 in Podwies (Fig. 2:2).
\textsuperscript{160} J. Kostrzewski 1919, 59.
\textsuperscript{161} See: H. Seyer 1982, 68–69, fig. 24; R. Bockius, P. Luchkiewicz 2004, 26–31, map 8 and 10, list 7; E. Bokiniec 2008, 36.
\textsuperscript{162} J. Kostrzewski 1919, 45–46, fig. 29.
\textsuperscript{163} E. Bokiniec 1999, 117, fig. 5:4.
southern Poland\textsuperscript{164}. Very clear resemblance to the ornament from Różyny is visible in the belt hook from Świerkowice, discovered in a grave complex dated by E. Bokiniec to the early A1 phase\textsuperscript{165}. A different opinion is voiced by T. Bochnak, who considers the possibility of changing the timeframe to phase A2, which seems valid\textsuperscript{166}. Cultural identification of this grave is also notable, due to clear references to the Jastorf Culture, which suggests that the dispersion of zoomorphic belt hooks could originate in the West\textsuperscript{167}. It is also possible that in the case of at least some specimens, what is now seen as profiling on long hooks was in fact zoomorphic representation (Fig. 6:2, 7:4, 9, 11:2).

Moreover, Celtic or Celtic-Germanic references can be also identified in the special type III form from Grudziądz-Rządż, grave D5 (Fig. 15)\textsuperscript{168}. The similarities consist in the shape and decoration of arches, similar to Lüchgtürtelhaken known from Czech oppida and the Jastorf Culture sites in Germany\textsuperscript{169}. Perhaps the structure of arches in the latter, in common use at the end of the Late Pre-Roman Period and Roman Period, initiated the fashion for impressive open work connectors of type IIIc belt hooks. This concerns in particular the specimens having inner arms or frame arched (see: Fig. 12:1.2). E. Bokiniec indicates that the source of the latter can be traced to pendants in the form of spoke wheel known from sites of La Tène and Jastorf Cultures\textsuperscript{170}. However, the round shape of these adornments does not support the connection between the two forms\textsuperscript{171}, as round connectors do not appear in type III bronze belt hooks. There are in fact no direct indications as to what inspired the production of belt hooks with such a mutable central element. Decoration of rivets is also notable. The most common, especially in type IIIb in Pomerania, and to a lesser degree type IIIc, is the triangular pattern ornament. Others, like the star-shaped pattern, hatched areas or a cross are much less common, but they are still known both in the Celtic and Jastorf world. Consequently, it can be assumed that the idea for spherically-shaped belt hook connectors (type IIIb) has its autonomic origins in the Oksywie Culture and incorporated decorative forms typical of Barbaricum.

The dispersion of type IIIc belt hooks reveals very interesting features. Contrary to other forms (Map 2), their concentration is near the Gulf of Gdańsk. In isolation from this group, the oldest belt hook of this type (phase A3) comes from Podwies in Chelmno Land (Fig. 12:3). Perhaps the belt hook from Gdynia-Oksywie, grave 72, can be dated similarly. Half of the belt hooks with open-work connector are preserved relatively well, to which the inhumation character of graves surely contributed (Fig. 12:1, 13, 14). Due to this, on the bottom side of the arms we can see traces of forging and profiling in moulds, which indicates different production techniques than in the case of old, bulky and cast objects (Fig. 13). Type IIIc belt hooks are also characterised by the presence of rivets on decorative connector and the shorter arm. Defining the weight of these belt hooks is not without meaning. Finds from Wolny Dwór, graves 1 and 2, weigh 348 and 159 g respectively, and the one from Maciejewo 241 g, but in the latter case the weight is not definite\textsuperscript{172}. For comparison, the weight of a well-preserved belt hook from feature 261 from Brzyno reaches 160 g. This data suggests that belt hooks used in the Roman Period, although they tend to be bigger, in terms of weight are comparable with specimens from the Late Pre-Roman Period, and in some cases are even heavier. It should be also noted that type IIIc belt hooks dated to the Roman Period can be found not only in the already mentioned inhumation graves, but also in cremation graves (both pit and urn).

It is worth considering that the majority of type IIIb belt hooks found in the context of the Oksywie Culture comes from pit graves, which corresponds to the tradition of burying women in non-urn graves\textsuperscript{173}. Clear cultural changes connected with introducing bi-ritual burial in the Early Roman Period suppressed older burial traditions. However, despite the growing popularity of other forms, the custom of using belt hooks in female attire was preserved. It should be mentioned that people of the Wielbark Culture communities were not the only ones to use multipartite belt hooks in the Roman Period. Some of the iron belt hooks of type II according to Kostrzewski may serve as good examples. One of them, with both arms ribbed and rivets decorated with triangle ornament, was found in grave 24b from the cemetery of the Gustow Group in Prądnio, Myślibórz County, together with brooches similar to type A.74/75\textsuperscript{174}. Another belt hook from this site, also dated to late phase B1b, has its arms connected with a ring, but there are no rivets or

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item 165 E. Bokiniec 1999, 121–122, 126.
\item 166 T. Bochnak 2014, 67.
\item 167 E. Bokiniec 1999, 121, 123, 127.
\item 168 Por. E. Bokiniec 2008, 75.
\item 170 See: E. Bokiniec 2008, 75.
\item 171 Spoke wheel-shaped pendants come from the cemetery in Krusza Zamkowa in Kujawy – A. Kokowski 1991, fig. 16b; see also: T. Bochnak 2014, 64–65.
\item 172 As was mentioned earlier, in the renovation process, two brass tapes were added to secure the long arm from further damage – see f.n. 128.
\item 173 R. Wołągiewicz 1981a, 139, 158.
\item 174 Fmr. Rahmhütte, Kr. Soldin. J. Kostrzewski 1919, fig. 43, list 28 (there: graves 24a and 24b); R. Wiloch 1995, list 46; Th. Hauptmann 2002, 40, 92, table 6/24b.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
decoratively shaped arms. Ribbed iron belt hooks imitating bronze forms are also found in a few cemeteries of the Oksywie and Wielbark Cultures. This includes finds from Drawsko Pomorskie, Drawsko Pomorskie County and Parsęcko, Szczecinek County. The latter, dated to the Roman Period, is 41 cm long, and has a rectangular-shaped fitting and two rivets on a ribbed arm.

In spite of the fact that metallurgical analyses are scarce, it can be assumed that this element of female attire was produced of tin bronze, which corresponds to technological traditions of the Pre-Roman Period. Unfortunately, there is no database for the exact content of alloys of belt hooks found in the Roman Period assemblages, when brass (an alloy of copper and zinc) became a dominant material in the production of metal elements of attire in the Roman Empire and Barbaricum.

In some cases, the fragmentary state of preservation and deformation caused by fire create substantial difficulties in tracing traceological marks on belt hooks. When it comes to well-preserved specimens, signs of wearing can be visible, especially near short hooks, on catches and decorative rivet surfaces. Daily use of belts fastened with multipartite belt hooks of bronze is confirmed by traces of repairs, which most commonly concern the longer, heavier arm with catch, as well as providing more support to a clip by attaching an additional rivet to the arm. Certain difficulties also rise when attempting to recreate the exact way belts with belt hooks were worn. Some finds from inhumation graves clearly confirm the placement of belt hooks along the waist. It seems that, due to the weight of belt hooks, belts must have rested on hips. Fasteners attaching the belt hook to the organic part of the belt were shaped like hooks at the end of the longer arm, while permanent attachment to a strap or fabric was placed on the bend of a hook on the shorter arm. This solution is indicated by its larger size and form. This particularly concerns type IIIc belt hooks in which the hook widens to form the letter T (Fig. 13, 14). Such a shape effectively prevented the hook from disengaging from the organic part of the belt.

Tripartite belt hooks of bronze are counted among characteristic elements of female attire in Pomerania. The popularity of fastening belts with the use of metal belt hooks was brought to this region from the Jastorf Culture and intensified in the Late Pre-Roman Period. Belt hooks with connector in the shape of connected spherical segments can be considered characteristic indicators of female attire in Oksywie Culture communities. Interestingly, the same impressive pattern is used among the Jastorf Culture communities as well, not only in the Oder Group, but also further to the west, in Brandenburg. Such resemblance clearly confirms connections between these two cultures when it comes to bronze belt hooks, especially in phase A2. Some attachment to impressive multipartite belt hooks can still be observed in the Early Roman Period, but the dominant form was modified. However, the tradition of using the ‘archaic’ fastening clearly continued in times when buckles became the prevailing fashion.
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Grave 100
Inventory: fragments of a bronze belt hook (type Heym III); iron brooch of late La Tène type; bronze brooch of late La Tène type; crescent-shaped iron knife, type Ib.

2. Bralęcin, Starogard County

Stray find: tripartite bronze type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 6:1).
Literature: K. Bucka 2016, 467–468, fig. 3:2.

3. Brzyno, Puck County

Grave 261 (cremation pit)
Inventory: tripartite bronze type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 6:2); iron brooch, type D; crescent-shaped iron knife, type III (?); moon-shaped iron razor; iron needle fragment; bronze tweezers; clay spindle whorl, biconical; sandstone spindle whorl, disc-shaped; smoothing stone of Pomeranian flint (‘swallow egg’); pottery sherd.
Anthropology: male (?), maturus I (age 30–40).
Note: the needle was not mentioned by A. Strobin (2016) as it was found during anthropological examination of the bones completed later.
Collection: IAE UG.

Grave 301 (cremation pit)
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 6:3); iron brooch, type A.65; fragment of a crescent-shaped iron knife; clay spindle whorl, biconical.
Anthropology: age and/or sex could not be determined.
Literature: unpublished, excavation by A. Strobin.
Collection: IAE UG.

4. Chelmno, Chelmno County (fmr. Kulm, Kr. Kulm)

Grave 91 (Berlin 17) (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragment of a bronze belt hook, Kostrzewski type IIIb (Fig. 4); fragments of bronze objects (presumably belt hook elements); iron brooch, type M-a; crescent-shaped iron knife, type Ib; clay spindle whorl, biconical.

5. Czarnówko, Lębork County

Grave 69 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIc belt hook; two bronze brooches, type A.38/39; bronze brooch, type A.110.
Anthropology: female (?), adult (?).

6. Dobropole Gryfińskie, Gryfino County (fmr. Dobberphul, Kr. Greiffenhagen)

Grave 21 (Fig. 2:1).
Note: ca. six urn graves were found which yielded iron tripartite belt hook, wing pin, iron necklace, iron razor, bronze necklace with truncated terminals (Kolbenhalsring), stone spindle whorl.

7. Dolna, Malbork County (fmr. Liebenthal, Kr. Marienburg)

Stray find: bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 7:3).
Note: acc. to J. Kostrzewski (Archive) from pit grave IV.
Literature: J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 13, card 129; 1919, 59 f.n. 5, list 29; R. Wiloch 1995, list 47; E. Bokiniec 2008, 437.

8. Dychlino, Lębork County (fmr. Heinrichswerder, Kr. Lauenburg)

From cemetery: fragment of a bronze tripartite type III belt hook.

9. Gdańsk-Oliwa, Gdańsk County (fmr. Oliva, Kr. Danzinger Höhe)

From graves: 1 – (from cremation pit) fragments of a bronze tripartite belt hook (acc. to Kostrzewski – type IIIb); 2 – fragment of a bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 7:2).
Literature: A. Lissauer 1874, 10–11, 18, pl. III:7, IV:19; 1887, pl. 31.
**Grave 72**  
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIIC belt hook; spear fitting (iron?); miniature biconical clay vessel, type VIII.K, with a lid.  
Grave 132 (inhumation)  
Inventory: bronze tripartite belt hook (acc. to Jankuhn – similar to type IIIb); iron unipartite belt hook, type IIb; crescent-shaped knife (iron?); bone spindle whorl.  
Literature: H. Jankuhn 1933, 185; D. Bohnsack 1938, 154, list 19; 22, 46, 52; R. Madyda-Legutko 1990, table 1:9; R. Wiloch 1995, list 46.  
**Grave 72** (cremation pit)  
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite belt hook, variant of type III (Fig. 15); clay spindle whorl, biconical.  
Note: R. Wiloch (1995) incorrectly describes the belt hook as iron.  
Literature: S. Anger 1890, 12, pl. 15:5; J. Kostrewski, Archive, portfolio 14, unnumbered card; 1919, 59 f.n. 6, 60, fig. 46; R. Hachmann 1951, 91; R. Wiloch 1995, 22; E. Bokiniec 2008, 74, 336, 436, pl. XXXVII:D5.  
Grave C1 (cremation pit)  
Inventory: fragments of a bronze belt hook (Fig. 5) (acc. to Kostrewski – tripartite, type IIIb); fragment of an iron brooch; fragment of an iron brooch of middle La Tène type.  
Literature: S. Anger 1890, 15; J. Kostrewski, Archive, portfolio 14, unnumbered card; 1919, list 29; R. Hachmann 1951, 91; R. Wiloch 1995, list 46; E. Bokiniec 2008, 74, 344, 436.  
Grave 180 (cremation pit)  
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite belt hook (acc. to Kostrewski – tripartite, type IIIb); fragments of an iron brooch type N (?); crescent-shaped iron knife; clay spindle whorl, biconical.  
Literature: S. Anger 1890, 28, pl. 17:21; J. Kostrewski, Archive, portfolio 14, unnumbered card; 1919, list 29, 91; R. Hachmann 1951, 92; R. Wiloch 1995, list 46; E. Bokiniec 2008, 74, 349, 436.  
Grave 431 (cremation pit)  
Inventory: fragments of a tripartite type IIIa belt hook (Fig. 3); fragment of an iron knife; spindle whorl, disc-shaped; iron nail; bone object.  
Note: R. Hachmann (1951) incorrectly describes the belt hook as hinged.  
Literature: S. Anger 1890, 36, pl. 19:20; J. Kostrewski, Archive, portfolio 14, unnumbered card; 1919, 58, 59 f.n. 4; R. Hachmann 1951, 93; E. Bokiniec 2008, 74, 351, 436.  
Grave 451 (cremation pit)  
Inventory: fragments of a bronze belt hook (acc. to Kostrewski – tripartite, type IIIb); four iron fittings (horseshoe nails?); clay spindle whorl, cushion-shaped; fragment of an ornamented clay vessel.  
Note: mixed inventory (?).  
Grave 610 (cremation pit)  
Inventory: fragments of a bronze belt hook (acc. to Kostrewski – tripartite, type IIIb); iron needle; iron hooked pin; iron knife (sickle?); clay spindle whorl, biconical.  
Literature: S. Anger 1890, 47; J. Kostrewski, Archive, portfolio 14, unnumbered card; 1919, list 7, 29; R. Hachmann 1951, 94; R. Wiloch 1995, list 46; E. Bokiniec 2008, 74, 355, 436.  
Grave 629 (cremation pit)  
Inventory: fragments of a bronze belt hook (acc. to Kostrewski – tripartite, type IIIb); iron needle; iron hooked pin; iron knife (sickle?); clay spindle whorl, biconical.  
Literature: S. Anger 1890, 47; J. Kostrewski, Archive, portfolio 14, unnumbered card; 1919, list 29, 91, 100; R. Hachmann 1951, 94; R. Wiloch 1995, list 46; E. Bokiniec 2008, 74, 355, 436.
12. Konikowo, Koszalin County (fmr. Konickow, Kr. Köslin)

Grave 60 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIId belt hook; fragment of another bronze belt hook.

Grave 81 (urn cremation)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 2:3); fragment of an iron tripartite (?) belt hook, type I; iron brooch type B, long, with short foot; iron brooch type B, long, with two ‘balls’ and long foot; fragment of a bronze wing pin; bottom part of a clay vessel (urn).
Note: damaged grave; it is not sure if the belt hook type I belongs to this grave assemblage.
Collection: MNS, inv. MNS/A/7023.

13. Kunowo, Starogard County

Grave 16 (urn cremation)
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIIa belt hook (Fig. 2:3); fragment of a bronze tripartite (?) belt hook, type I; iron brooch type B, long, with short foot; iron brooch type B, long, with two ‘balls’ and long foot; fragment of a bronze wing pin; bottom part of a clay vessel (urn).
Note: damaged grave; it is not sure if the belt hook type I belongs to this grave assemblage.
Collection: MNS, inv. MNS/A/6951.

14. Lubieszewo, Gryfice County

Grave 81 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIId belt hook (Fig. 7:4); fragment of a bronze brooch, type G; iron brooch, type K; sandstone spindle whorl, disc-shaped; pebble; shard of a clay vessel.
Anthropology: infans II (age 7–14).
Literature: R. Wiloch 1995, list 47; R. Wołągiewicz 1997, 22, pl. X/81, XXI/81; B. Rogalski 2010, 368.
Collection: MNS, inv. MNS/A/6951.

Grave 88 (damaged)
Inventory: fragment of a bronze belt hook (acc. to Wołągiewicz – tripartite).
Anthropology: infans I (age ca. 7).
Collection: MNS, inv. MNS/A/6957.

15. Lubieszewo, Nowy Dwór Gdański County

(fmr. Ladekopp, Kr. Marienburg)

Grave IV
Inventory: fragments of a bronze belt hook (acc. to Kostrewski – tripartite, type IIId); iron hinged belt hook; fragments of an iron brooch with lower chord; iron spearhead; bronze band bracelet; fragment of a bronze ring type Knotenring; iron knife; eight-shaped amber pendant.
Note: mixed inventory (?)

Grave 9
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIId belt hook.
Note: no data on other possible grave goods.
Literature: unpublished, excavation by M. Jonakowski; personal comm. from G. Stasielowicz, MA-HE.

Collection: MA-HE.

Grave 26 (cremation pit)
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIId belt hook; fragment of an iron brooch, type M (?); fragment of an iron brooch, type N-a; iron brooch, type N-b; fragment of an iron brooch, type N-c; bronze brooch, type O; moon-shaped iron razor; iron scissors; shards of four clay vessels.
Literature: unpublished, excavation by M. Jonakowski.

From cemetery: 1. Fragment of a bronze tripartite type IIId belt hook; 2. Fragment of a bronze tripartite type IIId belt hook; 3. Fragment of a bronze tripartite type IIIId belt hook.

16. Lubowidz, Lębork County (fmr. Luggewiese, Kr. Lauenburg)

Grave 280 (inhumation)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIc belt hook (Fig. 12:1); pair of bronze brooches similar to type A.71; bronze brooch, type A.51; two different bronze plain bracelets; crescent-shaped iron knife; iron ring; necklace of 75 glass and amber beads; three clay spindle whorls, biconical; clay beaker, type RW XIIIC.
Collection: MNS, inv. MNS/A/20559; the longer arm of the belt is store in the Museum in Koszalin as an unprovenanced find.

17. Malbork-Wielbark, Malbork County (fmr. Willenberg, Kr. Marienburg)

Grave 917/1929 (cremation)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIId belt hook; iron object.
Note: acc. to J. Kleemann (2017) inhumation; part of handled clay vessel type VB discovered in 2008 included in this grave assemblage. J. Andrzejowski and J. Martens (1996, 27 f.n. 46) mistakenly identified this belt hook as the one found in 1936 and preserved in MAG (see below).

Grave from 1936 (inhumation)
Inventory: fragment of a bronze tripartite type IIIId belt hook.
Literature: D. Bohnsack 1938, 33 f.n. 3; M. Sekula 2006, 182, 193 no. 36, fig. 4:1; J. Kleemann 2017, 193, 205, pl. 111:1.
Feature 53a/2018 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIId belt hook; bronze brooch, type O; fragments of an iron brooch, type M/N (?); clay spindle whorl.
Anthropology: female, maturus.
Literature: unpublished, excavation by P. Luczkiewicz (Institute of Archaeology, Maria Skłodowska-Curie University in Lublin) and J. Kleemann (Institute of History and International Relations, University of Szczecin).
Collection: Castle Museum in Malbork (Muzeum Zambkowe w Malborku).
18. Nowe Dobra, Chelmno County (fmr. Neuguth, Kr. Kuhl)
Grave 24/1908 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripitate type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 8); two bronze brooches, type A.45; bronze brooch, type A.68; iron bar bracelet with profiled terminals; crescent-shaped iron knife, type Ib; iron needle; glass beads, i.a. one barrel-shaped with eyes and two melted down; miniature clay vessel. Literature: J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 13, cards 302 and 305; 1919, 61 f.n. 1, list 29; A. Karpińska 1922, 31, fig. 10 (here as "Nowydwór"); D. Bohnsack 1938, s. 33 f.n. 2; R. Madyda-Legutko 1990, table 1:8; R. Wiloch 1995, list 47; E. Bokiniec 2008, 74, 305–306, 436.

19. Nowy Targ, Sztum County
Feature 236 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripitate type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 7:5); fragment of a bronze brooch, type G; fragments of a crescent-shaped iron knife with ring-ended handle; fragments of an iron object, including one with round cross-section (needle?); clay spindle whorl; clay handled pot, type I.B; pottery shards from Late Pre-Roman Period and Early Iron Age. Anthropology: adult.

20. Parsęcko, Szczecinek County (fmr. Persanzig, Kr. Neustettin)
Grave (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragment of a bronze belt hook (acc. to Kostrzewski – tripitate, type IIIb); two bronze brooches, type A.57; iron needle; crescent-shaped knife (iron?); two clay beads. Note: acc. to B. Rogalski (2010) – two brooches type A.59.

From inhumation (?) grave: bronze tripitate type IIIC belt hook (Fig. 13).
Note: acc. to AMTL. BER. (1895) 16 graves were excavated (inhumations and one urn cremation). The belt hook supposedly belonged to a cremation grave, but its state of preservation indicates that it actually came from an inhumation grave. Literature: AMTL. BER. XV, 1894 (1895), 32, fig. 16; "Nachrichten über deutsche Alterthumsfunde" 7, 1896, 22; H. CONVENTZ 1905, pl. 68:2; E. Blume 1915, 155; J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 13, card 207; 1919, 60–62, 334, fig. 47; D. Bohnsack 1938, 32, 155 no. 70; R. Wiloch 1995, list 48. Collection: MAG, inv. MAG/OWR/1955/28:31.

22. Podole Małe, Słupsk County (fmr. Klein Podel, Kr. Stolp)
Stray find: bronze tripitate type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 9).
Inventory: H. SCHUMANN 1889, s. 154–155, pl. IX/13; 1897, 64, pl. 4:20; J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 6, cards 268 and 269; 1919, s. 59 f.n. 6, 330, list 29; O. KUNKEL 1931, 79, pl. 78:8; M.D. & R. WOŁAGIEWICZ 1964, 101 no. 13; R. Wiloch 1995, list 47 (incorrectly two specimens!); H.J. EGGRERS, P.F. STARY 2001, 72 no. 309, pl. 221:3:3a; E. BOKINIEC 2008, 437 (incorrectly two specimens!); B. Rogalski 2010, 386; A. BURSCHE, H. MACHAJEWSKI, B. Rogalski 2012, 243 no. 85.
Collection: MNS, inv. MNS/A/22137.

23. Podwies, Chelmno County
Grave 15 (cremation pit)
Inventory: bronze tripitate type III belt hook; fragments of an iron brooch, type K (?); fragments of a bronze brooch, type G; fragments of a bronze pin (?); fragment of a bronze wire; shards of ca. six clay vessels. Anthropology: female (?), maturus + infans I.
Grave 20 (cremation pit)
Inventory: bronze tripitate type IIC belt hook (Fig. 12:2); fragments of an iron brooch, type M-a; clay spindel whorl, biconical; clay vessel, type I.L; fragment of a handled clay vessel. Anthropology: adult.
Grave 33 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripitate part III belt hook; iron brooch with perforated catch-plate, type N-a; iron brooch, type M-a; fragments of a brooch type A, short (missing); iron Stufenfibel (?); fragment of a bronze brooch; fragments of a bronze brooch, type O (?); fragment of an iron belt hook, hinged; iron tweezers; fragment of a crescent-shaped iron knife; two iron rivets; two iron rings (?); two bronze rings; five bronze rings type Knotenring; gold wires; melted bronze; melted glass; fragments of an iron objects; three glass beads, type 23 and 25; fragments of glass beads; melted glass; two clay spindle whorls, biconical; clay pot, type I.B; miniature clay vessel, type VIII.H; shards of two clay vessels. Anthropology: adult.
Note: mixed inventories of graves 33 and 35.
Grave 44 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripitate type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 7:6); iron belt hook, hinged, ornamented; fragments of an iron brooch type H (?); fragment of a bronze pendant or biconular brooch; iron ring; iron tweezers; fragment of a bronze band, ornamented; fragment of a bronze adornment; melted bronze; clay bead (?); clay spindle whorl, biconical, ornamented; miniature clay vessel, type VIII.B; shards of three clay vessels. Anthropology: female (?), adultus.
Grave 66 (66N) (cremation pit, or two separate graves partly damaged)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripitate type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 7:7); fragment of an iron brooch type M-a; fragment of an iron brooch, type Kostrzewski fig. 18 (L-lla); fragment of an bronze brooch type O; bronze bracelet; bronze ring; iron hooked
pin; iron needle; bronze openwork pendant with melted glass; melted bronze; fragment of glass bead, type 25; melted glass; fragment of a glass bracelet type 3a (?); two clay spindle whorls, biconical; clay pot, type I.A; clay cup, type VI.B; pottery shards. Anthropology: two persons, both female (?), i.e., infant and adult.

Grave 68 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragment of a bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook; iron hinged belt hook; fragment of an iron brooch, type E; fragments of a bronze brooch, type G (?); clay pot, type I.B; shards of two clay vessels. Anthropology: adult.


Grave 119 (urn cremation)
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIIa belt hook (Fig. 2:2); iron brooch, type C, short; fragments of an iron brooch, type A, long; two clay pots, type I.B; clay cup, type VI.J; pottery shards. Anthropology: female (?), adul tus + infans.


Grave 151 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragment of a bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook; fragment of an iron object (tweezers/); shards of a clay vessel. Anthropology: male.


Grave 274N (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type III belt hook; fragment of a bronze brooch, type C; clay pot, type I.B. Anthropology: female.


24. Pruszcz Gdański, Gdańsk County, site 4 (fmr. Praut „Zuckerfabrik”, Kr. Danzinger Höhe)
Grave 35 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook; iron brooch, type D, with crescent-shaped protrusion by the catch-plate; spindle whorl; smoothing stone. Note: D. Bohnsack (1938, 23) incorrectly includes in the grave assemblage a spear head sleeve which actually came from grave 31.

Literature: W. La Bäume 1926, pl. II/b; D. Bohnsack 1938, 23, 32, 94, 151, list 1, 22, 30, pl. 2/2, 4:1–4; R. Wiloch 1995, list 46.

25. Pruszcz Gdański, Gdańsk County, site 7
Grave 103 (cremation pit)

Grave 111 (cremation pit, disturbed)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type III belt hook; bronze brooch, type G; fragment of a bronze brooch, type G; fragment of an iron needle; clay spindle whorl, cylindrical; smoothing stone of Pomeranian flint (‘swallow egg’). Anthropology: female.


Grave 298 (cremation pit, disturbed)
Inventory: fragment of a bronze tripartite type III belt hook; cylindrical iron fitting. Anthropology: female.


Grave 350 (cremation pit)
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook; fragment of an iron brooch, type D/E. Anthropology: female.


26. Pruszcz Gdański, Gdańsk County, site 10
Grave 2 (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 11:1); fragments of one or two iron brooches; crescent-shaped iron knife, type I.Ic. Anthropology: female (?), adultus–maturus.


Grave 112 (urn cremation)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIc belt hook (Fig. 12:3); two iron brooches similar to type A.73; fragment of a bronze brooch, type A.52; fragment of an iron fitting; clay bowl, type VII.K; clay handled cup, type VI.B. Anthropology: female, adultus + infans I.


Grave 126 (cremation pit)
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 11:2); crescent-shaped iron knife, type I.Ic (?). Anthropology: female.


Grave 459 (cremation pit, damaged)
Inventory: fragment of a bronze tripartite type III belt hook (Fig. 18:3); fragment of a bronze brooch deformed in fire; fragments of a bronze pin; spiral bronze ring. Anthropology: infans II.


27. Redło, Goleniów County (fmr. Pflugrade, Kr. Naugard)
Stray finds: 1. Fragment of a bronze tripartite type III belt hook.
204, pl. 147:1–3; B. Rogalski 2010, 436 (mistakenly as Redło, Świdwin County).

28. Różyny, Gdańsk County
**Feature 5** (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 10); two iron brooches, type K; fragment of an iron brooch, type K (?); miniature clay vessel, type VIII.J.

**Feature 8a** (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type III belt hook; fragment of an iron brooch, type J; fragment of an iron brooch, type J; fragments of an iron brooch, type M (?); fragment of a bronze needle (?); fragments of a iron needle; disc-shaped amber bead.

**Feature 45** (cremation pit)
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook; two bronze brooches type K, with iron spring and needle; fragment of an iron brooch; fragment of a crescent-shaped iron knife; smoothing stone of Pomeranian flint (‘swallow egg”).
Collection: MAG, inv. MAG/OWR/109/84–89.

29. Skowarzcz, Gdańsk County (fmr. Schönwarling, Kr. Danziger Höhe)
**Grave 12/1908** (cremation pit)
Inventory: fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 11.3); iron brooch type A, short, with triangle protrusion by the catch-plate; crescent-shaped iron knife, type la; iron needle; clay spindle whorl, cushion-shaped.
Literature: J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 13, card 534; 1919, 366–367 no. 107, list 1, 29, 80 (brooch incorrectly classified as type M!); miniature clay vessel, type VIII.J.
Inventory: unpublished, excavation by M. Pietrzak and M. Tużyńska.

**Stray finds from 1908**: 1. Fragment of a bronze belt hook (acc. to J. Kostrzewski – tripartite, type IIIb). 2. Fragments of a bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 11.4). 3. Fragment of a bronze belt hook (acc. to J. Kostrzewski – tripartite, type IIIb).
Literature: J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 13, cards 425, 431 and 433; 1919, 59 f.n. 6, list 29; R. Wiloch 1995, list 47.

**From the cemetery:** bronze tripartite type III belt hook.
Literature: D. Bohnsack 1938, list 1, 22, 49.

30. Tczew, Gdańsk County (fmr. Dirschau, Kr. Dirschau)
**From the grave:** bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 11.5).
Literature: G. Ossowski 1879, 58–59, pl. XLIII:1.2; J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 13, cards 555 and 556; 1919, 59 f.n. 4, 7, 8, list 29; A. Karpińska 1922, 31–32, fig. 11; R. Wiloch 1995, list 47; E. Bokiniec 2008, 437 (incorrectly two specimens).

31. Wolny Dwór, Starogard Gdańsk County
**Grave 1** (inhumation, damaged)
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 14); a pair of bronze brooches, type A.50/51; fragment of a bronze needle; fragment of bronze tweezers or fitting; fragment of a crescent-shaped iron knife; three glass beads.
Literature: M. Tuszyńska, A. Strobin, J. Strobin 2016, 44 no. 98 (belt hook); unpublished, excavation by E. Adamska-Grzymała.
Collection: MAG, inv. MAG/OWR/143/1.

**Grave 2** (inhumation)
Inventory: bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook; a pair of bronze brooches, type A.46; bronze disc brooch; a pair of bronze rings type Knotenring; a bronze pendant type Knotenring; fragments of a bronze pin or brooch pin; glass beads; amber beads.
Literature: unpublished, excavation excavation by E. Adamska-Grzymała.

**Bronze tripartite belt hooks type III outside of Pomerania**
32. Alt Töplitz (at present Werder-Töplitz), Lkr. Potsdam-Mittelmark, Brandenburg
Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook.

Bronze belt hook (acc. to J. Kostrzewski – tripartite, type IIIb).
Literature: J. Kostrzewski 1919, list 29; A. Reinecke 1988, list 27, map 20.

Bronze belt hook (acc. to Kostrzewski – tripartite, type IIIb).
Literature: J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 89, unnumbered card; 1919, 59, f.n. 3, list 29; A. Reinecke 1988, list 27, map 20.

35. Börnicke (at present Nauen-Börnicke), Kr. Havelland, Brandenburg (fmr. Börnicke, Kr. Osthavelland)
**Grave 18** (inhumation)
Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook.
**From the cemetery:** two bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hooks (Fig. 16:4).
Literature: J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 89; 1919, 59, f.n. 1, 2, list 29; E. Reinbacher 1963, pl. 57/C(?).545, 55/E9, 60/E8; A. Reinecke 1988, list 27, map 20.

36. Brandenburg (location unknown)
Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook.
Literature: I. Undset 1882, 204, pl. XXI:6a.b; J. Kostrzewski 1919, list 29.

37. Dommitzsch, Kr. Osthavelland
Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook.
Literature: M. Tuszyńska, A. Strobin, J. Strobin 2016, 44 no. 98 (belt hook); unpublished, excavation by E. Adamska-Grzymała.
Collection: MAG, inv. MAG/OWR/143/1.
38. Gräfenhainichen, Lkr. Wittenberg, Saxony-Anhalt
Grave 68: bronze tripartite type III belt hook (Fig. 16:5).

Grave 3/1881: fragment of a bronze belt hook (acc. to J. Kostrzewski – tripartite, type IIIb).
Literature: J. Kostrzewski 1919, list 29; G. Domański 1975, 25, 109 no. 14, pl. II.g.

40. Hohenwutzen (at present Bad Freienwalde-Hohenwutzen), Lkr. Märkisch-Oderland, Brandenburg
Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 16:2).
Literature: A. Voss 1880, 106, pl. VI:6; I. Undset 1882, pl. XXI:7 (here as Hohensaten); J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 89; 1919, 58, 59, f.n. 3, 339, list 29, fig 45; A. Reinecke 1988, list 27, map 20.

41. Jazów, Krosno County (fmr. Haaso, Kr. Guben)
From cemetery: fragment of bronze belt hook (acc. to J. Kostrzewski – tripartite, type IIIb).
Literature: J. Kostrzewski 1919, list 29; G. Domański 1975, 25, 130 no. 31, pl. XXXV:b.

42. Jütchendorf (at present Ludwigsfeld-Jütchendorf), Lkr. Teltow-Fläming, Brandenburg
Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook from grave.
Literature: W. Hindenburg 1910, 198, fig. 16; J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 89; 1919, 59 f.n. 2, list 29; A. Reinecke 1988, list 27, map 20.

43. Leest (at present Werder-Töpliz), Lkr. Potsdam-Mittelmark, Brandenburg
A few bronze belt hooks (acc. to Kostrzewski – tripartite, type IIIb).
Literature: J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 89; 1919, list 29; A. Reinecke 1988, list 27, map 20.

44. Löwenbruch (at present Ludwigsfeld-Löwenbruch), Lkr. Teltow-Fläming, Brandenburg
Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook.
Literature: W. Hindenburg 1910, 198, fig. 16; J. Kostrzewski, Archive, portfolio 89; 1919, 59 f.n. 2, list 29; A. Reinecke 1988, list 27, map 20.

45. Neu Töpliz (at present Werder-Töpliz), Lkr. Potsdam-Mittelmark, Brandenburg
Bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook.

46. Uetz (at present Potsdam-Uetz-Paaren), Stadt Potsdam, Brandenburg
Grave 101: bronze tripartite type IIIb belt hook (Fig. 16:3).

47. Wittenberg, Kr. Wittenberg, Saxony-Anhalt
From grave: bronze tripartite type IIIa belt hook (Fig. 16:1).

48. Żnin (surroundings), Żnin County
Fragment of bronze belt hook (acc. to Kostrzewski – tripartite, type IIIb).
Literature: J. Kostrzewski 1919, list 29.
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TRÓJČLONOWE BRĄZOWE KLAMRY DO PASA Z POMORZA JAKO DOWÓD POWIĄZAŃ KULTUROWYCH W MŁODSZYM OKRESIE PRZEDRZYMSKIM I OKRESIE Wpływów Rzymskich

STRESZCZENIE

trójkąt (Ryc. 6:1.2, 7:5, 10, 11:2.5), rzadko krzyż (Ryc. 7:3) bądź nawią- jest potwierdzone od fazy A2 młodszego okresu przedrzymskiego po a kolejne trzy nie zostały określone. Używanie tego typu zapięć pasa IIIb zdecydowana większość (30) kryła ciałopalne pochówki bezpo-
Środkowego (Mapa 1, 2). Spośród 34 zespołów grobowych klamer, ujścia Wisły i ziemi chełmińskiej, w mniejszym stopniu z Pomorza Zachodnim, pozostałe zaś pochodzą z zasięgu kultury oksywskiej stanowiskach grupy nadodrzańskiej kultury jastorfskiej na Pomorzu także może z konikiem morskim. Z uwagi na rurkowato odwzorowany pysk, głowa ta kojarzyć się z konina, na której zaznaczono uszy, ciemię, oczy oraz pysk z chrapami;
ma, bardzo zresztą dobrze zachowane, profilowanie haczyka krótkiego i poprzecznie nacinany (Ryc. 6:2, 7:4, 9, 11:1.2). Wyjątkowy charakter go haczyka, rzadziej to ramię jest szersze i ma kształt wrzecionowaty

Środkowego (Mapa 1). Jeden egzemplarz zarejestrowano na stanowisku kultury przeworskiej, równie nieliczne są w grupie gubińskiej kultu-

ry jastorfskiej, natomiast zdecydowanie częściej potwierdzone są na zachód od Odry, w dwóch skupiskach na terenie kultury jastorfskiej: liczniejszym nad Hawelą oraz w międzyrzędach Laby i Solawy. Odkryte tam klamry reprezentują przede wszystkim typ IIIb, tylko dwie – typ IIIa (Mapa 2). Warto zauważyć, że okaz z Wittenberga (Ryc. 16:1) pod względem bogatego zdobniczta długiego ramienia klamry wzorami geometrycznymi wykonanymi w technice tremolo jest bardzo podobny do klamer z Dobroplea Gryfińskiego (Ryc. 2:1), ze stanowiska grupy nadodrzańskiej kultury jastorfskiej. Niektóre z tych klamer typu IIIb mają większą liczbę zęberek na długim ramieniu, co może świadczyć o kontynuowaniu tradycji zachodniogermańskich klamer jednoczo-

Ze względu na rurkowato odwzorowany pysk, głowa ta kojarzyć się z konika, na której zaznaczono uszy, ciemię, oczy oraz pysk z chrapami; 

stwarcia w wypadku klamry z Czarnówka, Lubowidza, Pelpina-Maciejewa (Ryc. 13:1.2) i Wolnego Dworu, grób 1 (Ryc. 14) i 2. W wypadku lepiej zachowanych okazań, do wyróżniczenia wkladają się i jego wiecznościowa budowa sprzyjała możliwości ich uszko-
dania podczas codziennego użytkowania. Najbardziej narażone na złamanie było długie ramię klamry wraz z zaczepem, czego dobrym przykładem jest klamra z grobu 24/1908 z Nowych Dóbr. Náprawa ramienia polegała na podłożeniu od spodu, w miejscu złamania, żelaz-
nej płytki i przymocowaniu jej za pomocą nitki (Ryc. 16:2.3). Brak ewi-
dentnego śladów zniesienia tych klamer skłania do przypuszczenia, że jest to indywidualna cecha technologiczna klamer „zachodnich”.

Do wydzielonego w tej pracy typu IIIc klamer trójczłonowych zali-

Zwara uwagę cecha, która u wcześniejszych typów nie była wyraźnie uchwytana, a do obecnie zaszczycone i delikatne delikatne

Klamra z Pruszcza Gdańskiego, stan. 7, grób 103, gdzie na każdym z zachowanych dwóch fragmentów długiego ramie-

niedzielinednych, opatrzek określają się więc jako oznakę technologii kultury „zachodnich”.
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i bardziej zróżnicowane rodzaje surowca zastosowano do wykonania trójczłonowych kłamer żebrowanych z cmentarzyska w Podwiesku. Analizowane zabytki wykonano także z brązów cynowych, jednak o wyższej zawartości ołowiu i cynku, a więc stopów wieloskładnikowych.

Wieloczłonowe kłamy wykonane z brązu odkryte na Pomorzu pochodzą z grobów o kobiecym modelu wyposażenia. Dotyczy to 41 spośród 53 zespołów poddających się takiej analizie. Zawierały one nożyk sierpikowy, igłę i szpilę, bransoletę, przelik, paciorki, gładziek, a niektóre także drugą kłamrę do pasa, co jest zgodne z upowszechnieniem się stroju kobiecego fibulą typu G. Skromnie wygląda na tym tle liczba analiz antropologicznych, wykonano je bowiem jedynie dla 15 spośród 57 zespołów grobowych z brązowymi kłarami trójczłonowymi.

Inwentarze pomorskich grobów z brązowymi kłarami trójczłonowymi pozwalały stwierdzić, że do upowszechnienia się stroju, w którym używano pasa spinanego taką kłamrę doszło w ciągu trwania fazy A; młodszego okresu przedrzymskiego. Ich pojawienie się na Pomorzu przypisuje się oddziaływaniom kultury jastorfskiej.

Jak wykazano wyżej, klamry trójczłonowe brązowe typów IIIa i IIIb używane były na dość rozległym terenie rozwijającym się od ziemi chełmińskiej przez rejon dolnej Wisły, Pomorze Środkowe i Zachodnie, po obszarach środkowych Niemiec (Mapa 1, 2). Wyraźnie rysują się ich dwie koncentracje: pierwsza nad dolną Wisłą, druga na terenie dzisiejszej Brandenburgii. Wydaje się, że najpierw występują w grupach osiadłych na terenie dzisiejszej Brandenburgii. Potwierdza to, w odniesieniu do brązowych kłamer pasa, wyraźne powiązania, które są świadectwem zasięgu kultury jastorfskiej, choć na znacznie mniejszym obszarze.

Uwagi zwraca datowany już na fazę B 1 okaz z grobu 24/1908 z Nowych Dóbr (Ryc. 8), którego krótkie ramię, w odróżnieniu od pozostałych, pochodziło w grupach osiadłych na terenie dzisiejszej Brandenburgii. Wydaje się, że najczęstsze były odmiany typu IIIb, co związane jest z preferowaną w tym okresie metodą wykonania odmiennej w stosunku do masywnych, odlewanych kłamer typów starszych (Ryc. 13).

Clamy typu IIIc cechuje także obecność nitów umieszczanych na efektownym łączniku i na krótkim ramieniu. Klamy tego typu datowane na okres wpływów rzymskich pochodzą zarówno z grobów inhumacyjnych, jak i ciałopalnych, popielnicowych i bezpopielnicowych. Warto przypomnieć, że oksywskie klamy typu IIIb w zdecydowanej większości pochodzą od grobów bezpopielnicowych, co jest związane z preferowaną w tym okresie metodyą grzebania zmarłych kobiety.

Fragmentaryczny stan zachowania niektórych klamer i ich deformaty w ogniu nie pozwalają na obserwację śladów trasologicznych. Niemniej na okazach dobrze zachowanych zauważa się ślady starcia, w szczególności przy krótkim haczyku, na uszkach i na powierzchni ozdobnych nitów. Codziennie używanie pasa spinanego wieloczłonowym łącznikiem przyczyniało się do ułatwienia stopniowego przymocowania go nitem do ramienia.

Przywiązanie do pasa spinanego efektowną, wieloczłonową klamrą to, w odniesieniu do brązowych kłamer pasa, wyraźne powiązania, które są świadectwem zasięgu kultury jastorfskiej, choć na znacznie mniejszym obszarze.

W trójczłonowe klamy do pasa z brązu stanowiły charakterystyczny element stroju kobiecego na Pomorzu. Moda na pas zapinany metałowym łącznikiem została przeniesiona na ten obszar z kultury jastorfskiej i upowszechniła się w młodszych okresach przedrzymskich. Za typowy wyznacznik regionalnego stroju społeczności kultury oksywskiej należy uznać klamry o łączniku w postaci łączników z ugrupowania typu IIIc. Nie wiadomo, w jaki sposób do stosowania tej konstrukcji do pasa spinanego wieloczłonowym łącznikiem doszło w ciągu trwania fazy A; młodszego okresu przedrzymskiego. Wyróżniają one w wielu przypadkach przymocowanie pasa spinanego łącznikiem, a więc zastosowanie metody wykonania odmiennej w stosunku do masywnych, odlewanych kłamer typów starszych (Ryc. 13).

Znalezisko z grobów inhumacyjnych wyraźnie potwierdza miejsce ułożenia klamy wzdłuż obwodu pasa. Wydaje się, że ze względu na ich znaczny ciężar kłamy, pas nią spinany musiał opierać się na biodrach.